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A NIGHT TO REMEMBER

THE CRUSADE S CLOSING NIGHT

LOBSTERS CENT A POUND

George Wooster worked eight days ter who did business with the firm n
1
LI
in a shop of the Wyman & Company
On May 18 he sold 2800 pounds of KeiTtafKable
lobsters and received $28. This price
of Millbridge and was paid but $4.80
t
, was maintained during May and
for his labors yet if he had hankered June and Mr Wooster
over
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oCFieS Of EVangellStlC Meetings

Ends With a Powerful Appeal

for a lobster feed he could have 1
pounds. He received ai blind $80
bought nearly a quarter of a ton of while today the same amount wouid
them with his pay check.
(represent the total year's catch oi
This was back in 1882 when the several fishermen and would bring
crustaceans really were plentiful and around $2500.
but a cent a pound. While looking I A record of George Wooster was
through some old records kept by his! kept and his 60-cent a day salary
father. J. S. Wyman, local canner was almost as profitable as lobster
discovered the account of F. C. Woos- i fishing.
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Their Crusade Mission Over, Charlie and Laurie
Taylor Prove Inimitable Entertainers
Before Great Throng

Sunday evening
the
Taylor 22:17, ‘The Spirit and the bride say,
Brothers brought to a conclusion Come, and let him that heareth say,
The Community Building was of the little colored boy with the
their three weeks Spiritual Recovery Come. And let him that is athirst.
Crusade in Knox County. Fully 25,- : come. And whosoever will, let him again filled to capacity last night as “yaller shoes,”
a very appreciative audience listened
Then, saying that because the boys
000 people have heard them give take the water of life freely.’
to the last messages, in song and and girls had been so flne and at
forth their challenging messages in
• It
Uppertaker, Not Undertaker
Ward Two
story of Churlit and Laurie Taylor, tentive all through the meetings, he
that period of time.
♦
I am climbing a difficult road; *
“
That
is the last invitation of the who for the past three weeks have was going to play them a special
Alderman
—
John
Bernet.
Although the last day was stormy,)
— but the glory gives me strength.
Bible. The first invitation God ever been conducting the Spiritual Re number he swung into a special ren
•» —Propertius.
—
School
Committee—Parker
E.
large audiences greeted the brothers
dition of "Pop Goes the Weasel,"
Worrey.
at each one of their three meetings. gave to man was when He said to covery Crusade in Knox County.
p ♦ ♦ ♦ •• •
Words of appreciation were spoken Noah, ‘Come thou and all thy house | After the singing of a few hymns, which brought thc house down with
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
into the ark.' Take care how you Charlie introduced his brother as applause. “I didn't know" said
by Charlie to those who had helped
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan
treat God's invitation. I believe we “Laurencius.Tayloriskl," turning over Laurie, “that there were so many
in any way tc promote the success of
Generosity Shown By Citi
Ward Three
the Crusade. Especial references are nearing the end of the days of to him the first part of the service for boys and girls here tonight!’ ’
zens Toward Home For
grace. I believe that death or the re a program of request music.
Captain Fred Duncan To Alderman—Francis D. Orne.
After this, Laurie proceeded to in
were made to the Burpee Furniture
Conduct Meetings of Sal tjcnooi Committee—Allen F. McAged Women
Company, the Russell Funeral Home, turn of Jesus Christ is near to every- | Laurie’s first number was that troduce his brother as the speaker of
body in this house tonight. We who beautiful old hymn “There is a Foun the evening, weaving in the bits of
Alary.
and the Ash Point Baptist Church,
vation Army Hall
have obeyed this invitation are look tain,” played with chimes and varia pleasantly which the crowds have
Once more the directors of the
for
furnishing
chairs
to
help
make
Warden—Mrs. Harold L. Karl.
ing forward to the time when this tions as arranged by himself. Then come to enjoy so greatly ln both
Home for Aged Women ask for space
possible the seating of the great au
Captain Fred Duncan of the Sal
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Lloyd N. Law
mortal shall put on immortality.
followed McDowell's "To a Wild brothers. Underneath ail their rail
diences
who
attended
the
Community
in the columns of this paper not this
vation Army Headquarters. New York re nee.
"We are looking not for the under Rose." and Mendelssohn's "Spring lery of tach other, there exists that
Building.
City, will conduct special revival serv
time to solicit contributions, but to
taker, but for the Uppertaker. To Song." For his next number he sincere bond which was expressed
Ward Four
—
Kind Words For Home Paper
ices at the local Salvation Arm Corps,
extend our sincere thanks for the
those who have not obeyed this invi played Rachmaninoff's ‘‘Prelude in somewhat in Laurie's closing words;
Alderman
—
Ernest
H.
Quinn.
477 Main street every night at 8
Charlie also complimented The tation, it would have been better had
generosity shown by our citizens on
C Sharp Minor" which he said was
“I have heard this brother of mine
School Committee—Clarence
o'clock, commencing tonight and
F.
Courier-Gazette for "its very splen they been born in a heathen world
sometimes
also
called
“
The
Bells
of
Donation
Day.
preach
for 17 years, weeks on end—
Joy.
continuing until Sunday night. Dec. 5.
did report of the meetings and Its than to be in this land where they
•
While the attendance was not as
Moscow." Before each number or and the best compliment he can have
Warden—Harold G. Philbrook.
Captain Duncan, born in Hclensco-operation in every way." Cheers hear the Gospel, and yet have regroup of num'oers, Laurie gave the ln this world is that I still enjoy
large as last year, which we regret,
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Damon.
burg. Scotland, was trained as an en
were brought from the audience by : fUsecj
invitation. Perchance I am story, thus helping hls audience to hearing him. I will tell you why.
the
donations
were
more
liberal,
botn
gineer in shipyards on the River
Ward Five
Charlie s mention of the fact that j talking to a student of the English more intelligently appreciate the Because he is in earnest about what
as to quantity and quality, gifts of
Clyde. During the great World War,
The Courier-Gazette did not carry language who will wonder why I use
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
music as it was played.
nearly two hundred dollars in cash
he is preaching, and he lives lt out
1 N,
he served for four years In the Royal
liquor advertisements.
V
the imperative 'obey' in connection
School Committee—Arthur F. Lamb. and a most liberal supply of groceries
He delighted his listeners with the side the pulpit."
Air Force and saw service in France.
Many
people
who
could
not
attend
with an invitation. My friends, there playing of two songs at the same
Warden—Walter G. Dimick.
“I certainly appreciate
'them
and provisions of all kinds, including
In 1921 he immigrated to the United
the meetings have spoken of thelr are some invitations that are comWard Clerk—Mrs. Elizabeth Barton. a complete Thanksgiving dinner,
time, one with the left hand, and one woids.' " said Charlie, “and I'm sure
States of America and quickly found
enjoyment of the reports found in | mands, When King George sends with the right. These songs were I've never seen a crowd get more kick
bear witness to the interest of our
Ward Six
employment with large Public Utility
Hector G. Staples, Department Com this paper each week.
■ on invitation to dine at Windsor “Dixie" and "Swaneee River.”
out of 'Pop Goes the Weasel’ than you
people
in
this
most
worthy
cause.
Alderman—Irving G. MacBride.
Companies in|Detroit, Mich, and New
mander of the Ameriran Legion
Charlie also spoke hls words of castle, no one would insult the king
Then followed Chopin’s "Minute did!"
The
guests
were
welcomed
by
the
York City
School Committee—Jesse Brad
received notice today from National appreciation to the Community j jjy having a previous engagement.
Waltz" and “The Parade of the
"Telling one's life sory is the most
matron. Mrs. Brewster, the board of
Since donning the uniform of the street.
Commander Daniel J. Doherty, that Building Committee for use of the
Wooden Soldiers." The inimitable difficult job in the world," said
directors,
of
whom
there
are
25
and
If
"F.
D."
Invited
You
Warden—James P. Aylward.
Salvation Army, the Captain has
he has been appointed as a member hall, and spoke of its commendable
manner in which this last was Charlie in beginning his biography,
the members of the Home, who num
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Ellen Cates.
"If Franklin Delano Roosevelt
served as ar. instructor on the staff
of the National Committee, Vet features.
played caused much merriment. Next and then he seemed to disprove the
eight.
The
first
group
of
visitors
ber
of the Army's Training College in
eran's Preference.
After the singing of many of the‘ invited you to dine at the White came two of his own compositions,
Ward Seven
statement by apparently having a
to
arrive
was
a
delegation
from
the
New York (City until a few months
old hymns, prayer was offered by House, most of you would put aside
Alderman—Simon D. Crosby.
the lovely "Slumber Song," composed thoroughly' good time in telling the
any
engagement.
Every
American
ago. when he was appointed to special School Committee—Robert M. Pack Tyler School who brought a small
Rev. Newell J. Smith of Tenant's
for his own little daughter, and “Sun story, and certainly gave his audience
moving-picture machine and dis
citizen if he were invited to Washing
evangelistic work, and at present is ard.
Harbor
ny Jim," which has already become
played
a
film
of
Thanksgiving
Day
campaigning in Northern New Eng
Rev. Charles E. Brooks was asked ton to consult with the President very' popular with its delightful story
(Continued on Page Eight)
Warden—Vernon Giles.
scenes
Calls
were
made
upon
the
'
land.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Etta Anderson. members of the Home family in their List of Events Promises a by the committee to present the! about helping the country in the
A hearty welcome is extended to
Riitv Weelr In That matter of the special thank offering hour of need would gladly respond
rooms during the afternoon, after !
v try ousy vv ecu in a
Qr Taylor
and obev
obey the invitation
invitation. How much
the public to attend these special
which all gathered around the tea 1
Church
more should the invitation of the
services.
Tonight,
the
Last
Sermon
table, decorated with a gift of beau- !
, King of Kings and Lord of Lords
The regular prayer meeting of the
In opening his last sermon to the takp preceflence over all
com. Chamber of Commerce Sails Motor Car Owners Are Seek
tlful flowers and presided over by
Every Wednesday Night
the former president, Mrs. Sherman, Pratt Memorial Methodist Church Pe°Ple of Knox County Dr. Taylor , mands, yet people can hear this
ing Licenses and Plates For
On 1937-38 Cruise—May
ARCADE BALL ROOM while the members of the Home, who
..............................................
'
will be resumed tonight at 730 sald- "There is always a sadness invitation over and over again, and
Coming Year
Move
To
Community
Bldg
At
Thc
New
Arcade
on
about last things; the last shake of they who would not think of insulting
North Waldoboro
were able to assist, served the guests. o'clock.
Spring Street
the hand as you bid a friend good
Another group of members and
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
The “rush season" for motor vehi
President Leforest A. Thurton of
Grange Hall
Standard Bearer—Queen bye; the last flutter of a handker- the President of the United States
The
friends were served in an upstairs
Admission 40 Cents
will look up into the face of God and the Rockland Chamber of Commerce cle dlvklon of the Secretary of State's
143*
It
Esther group of the Pratt Memorial chief as the ship sails to a foreign
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
room by two of the directors.
say ‘After I have satisfied my own
department was ln progress Saturday
MB’lt
At the conclusion of the tea. the Church will meet at the home of port; the last kiss as you bend ovfer desires I will become a Christian. met his board of directors for the
Reverend Charles Taylor entertained Mrs. Lorita Eicknell 66 Beach street a beloved one who is going into eter I hope to be a Christian before I first time officially last night. Meet as thousands of persons prepared to
the entire company by whistling sev on Wednesday afternoon at 4 o'clock. nity' Toni8ht, it is a last sermon. step into
, q^jj. invitation ings will be held semi-weekly dur obtain Maine 1938 operators' licenses
eral selections. This brought to a
The Ladies Aid will hold an apron,
ma-' be the last tlme J maY preach- you receive is a command. Every- ing the ensuing year.
and registration plates
r
the last time you may listen to a ser_ .__
...
close one of the most successful Do
Secretary of State Frederick Robie
Important matters of policy were
candy and handkerchief sale Wed- mon Therefore I ask you to give the
8 8 1 here and n0W ln thlS
nation Days in the history of our
/
1 nereiore i ask you to give the meeting should be side-tracked while discussed and constructive action said he believed it would be necessary
Home and for which we again sin nesday afternoon and evening with a more earnest heed.
taken on the all important matter of ' for division employes to "work over
"My text will be found in Rev.
cerely thank all who have in any chicken pie supper at 6 o'clock.
(Continued on Page Eight)
securing small industries for Rock time next week in order to keep
The Young Women's Class will
way contributed.
land. Chairman E. L. Brown’s com caught up with the brisk business."
93 Exchange Street
meet Wednesday evening with Miss
One of the Directors
He said much of the “work piling
mittee reported favorably on the in
Elsie Burbank at the home of Mr. and
Portland,
Maine
vitation of Community Building Inc. up is due to the handling of reserved
Waterproof truck covers and spray Mrs. Ernest Buswell, 86 Mechanic
Established 1854
for the Chamber to move to The registration numbers."
hoods made to order. Old covers street.
All persons who operate motor
Building in the near future. The
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
The Woman's Home Missionary So
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
matter was carefully Investigated vehicles in Maine must have their
ciety of Pratt Memorial Church will
18-19T&Stf
land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
•
from all angles and the situation 1938 operators' licenses by January 1
meet at the home of Mrs. Eunice
seemed ideal from the point of view of next year.
Winslow 334 Limerock street on
Registration plates for 1938 will
cf the Chamber, Information Bureau,
Thursday afternoon at 2.
§
public service and tourists. The di not be required until March-1.
All members of the choir are re
As the result of legislation enacted
rectors unanimously approved the
quested to meet at the church Thurs
Somerville, Mass., Nov. 26. j I would count it a great favor if report. Tlie beautiful West room is at the special legislative session in
day evening for choir rehearsals.
October, registration fees will be re
To The Sports Editor:—
you would drop me a few lines in the the location being considered.
duced 5 percent, representing a sav
A
resolulion
commending
lhe
espe

Now that football ls over, the minds nex^ ^ew daJs and
me a" about
A WARM WINTER
of many sports followers turn to 5’0ur reactions to all this. In any cially artistic work of the Central ing of $175,000 annually for owners of
autos and trucks. The reduction will
Else the Birds and the Insects Are hockey and basketball. For others It event I'11 be looking forward to see- Maine Power Co. in the 1937 Christ
start with 1938 registrations.
mas
street
lighting
was
passed,
like

means the resumption of that topic
Y°u a couple of days after
Being Sadly Fooled
wise a motion of appreciation od City
called "The Stovepipe League." Al- Christmas.
Editor Frank A. Winslow of The Cou Rhama Philbrick, H. A. Emmons, Carl
John B Davidson.
The Portland Weather Burrtiu is though the stimulating cry of "play
• • • »
rier-Gazette in supporting the O. Borgerson, Carl H. Sonntag, Basil
loath to put any official credence in ball" is still quite a long way off,
H. Stinson.
nature signs which some long range the preparation of this famous indoor
“Jit” Ricker's letter, relerred to by Chamber activities by publicity.
Membership Committee—Freeman
These committees will serve during
forecasters believed pointed to an league at least prepares the way for “Johnny" Davidson, was mistaken for
OPEN
EVERY
MONTH OF
S Young, chairman, E. L. Brown,
other mild winter.
the resumption of the best game of a report of the war in China when 1937-38:
EVENING
DECEMBER
Committer on Finance—H. E. Rob Henry B. Bird, Parker Worrey. L.
Reports, however, indicated that all—basefball. Of course I am speak the mail carrier dropped it on the
J hundreds of birds, usually southward ing for myself, but unless I am away Sports Editor’s desk. It was so bulky inson, chairman, E. J. Hellier, Earie E. Jones, Thomas H. Chisholm, Allan
bent by this time, remained in Maine, off I think that probably it is a re that it almost cracked the plate glass C. McIntosh, Harry O. Gurdy. F. McAlary Knott Rankin.
WATTS BLOCK, THOMASTON
Pupbiclty Committee—John M.
and that thousands of butterflies flection of your own ideas. Would I cover—but, boy, it was interesting Chauncey M. D. Keene.
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS one lot boys- and youthsreading <o a sports writer who is Just
Industrial Committee—Thomas H. Richardson, chairman, A. W. Greg
winged through the woods laying eggs be right In that?
SUITS
tn anticipation of spring hatching.
The purpose of this letter is two- counting the days to next June. The Chisholm, chairman, Freeman S. ory, Charles C. Wotton.
Regular $1.75, $2.00
LADIES’ SHOES
Merchants’ Committee—Kennedy
The
coldly
scientific
meteorologists
fold.
Just to say hello, and second to following excerpts from Ricker's wel Young, Morris B. Perry, Lawrence
Regular $3.00 to $5.00
now $1.50, $1.75
$4.95 to $8.95
come communication are here given; Miller, Charles Berry, Walter C. Crane, chairman, Lawrence Carey.
held
these
indicated
(1)
that
the
comment
briefly
on
the
work
of
one
In
Attractive
<"(»♦
Boxes^^
O
-O
now $1.49
Here is a bit of kindling for our Ladd. Elmer B. Crockett, Sumner C. I. R. Cutler, Clarence Dorman. B L.
ONE LOT
coming winter would be as mild as John, Ricker. Jr.
MEN
’
S
DRESS’ SHIRTS
&
MEN’S SWEATERS
When Maurice Bimmons was here Urst cracker box session. It has to do Perry. E. R. Gowell. Everett L. Segal, w. A. Kennedy, A. P. Blais
the last, or (2) (wild life has been
MEN’S OVERCOATS
In Attractive Gift Boxes
lulled into a false sense of security we went over to see “Jit,” and natural with the Knox County League. But Spear, M. F. Lovejoy William San dell, Ernest House, Alfred Pteurd,
Regular $25.00 to $45.00
Regular $1.00 and $1.25
by
the previous winter.
ly the subject turned to baseball, and let me digress momentarily. For the som, John (M. IPomeroy, H. P. D. L. Adams, V. A. Leach E. B. Crockat Reduced Prices
now $5.95 to $15.50
now 89c
| ett, Thomas H. Chisholm. C. C. Wot
v
lt stayed there. The result of that last three summers I have been play Blodgett.
o
-o
n
—o
ton, Stafford M Congdon, C. D. Grif
ing
in
Portland,
and
Littleton.
N.
H.
Program
of
Work
—
John
M.
Pom

BRANN
TO
WITHDRAW?
ODD LOT CHILDREN'S
MEN’S DRESS HOSE
conversation is the 1938 baseball
ONE LOT
However, I have followed the acviti- eroy, chairman, John M. Richardson, fith, Arthur Doherty, A. C. Whitney,
schedule
for
the
Knox
County
Regular 25c—Rayon and Wool
SHIRTS, DRAWERS
MEN’S TIES
There is a persistent rumor that League. It is my opinion that he has ties of your league. Your valedictory K. C. Rankin, E C. Payson, Everett Willis Ayer, Sumner Perry, Carl
now 2 pairs for 29c
(Cheney Cravats)
AND UNION SUITS
former Governor Brann, who has done a fine piece of work. He worked aptly summarized a good season L. Spear. Rodney E. Feyler, J. A. Benson, Lawrence Mansfield.
Regular $1.00
Regularly 75c
MEN’S BATH’ROBES
announced himself as a candidate for many long hours and I should say which, as you said, was good in ,-pite Jameson, Arthur S. Baker.
In Attractive Gift Boxes
lhe Democratic nomination for Gov that the result certainly was grati of a poor schedule. And thereby
Legnl Affairs Committee—E. C. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
now
29c
now 79c
Regular $4.00 to $5.00
o----------- o
ernor in 1938. is to withdraw as a fying. There might be certain details hangs the primary reason for this Payson, Alan L. Bird, F A. Tirrell,
LADIES' AND MISSES'
now $2.49
LAMPSON * HUBBARD
It I had my life to live again I would
candidate, writes Sam Conner in the that have been overlooked but he communication.
Jr., Gilford B. Butler, Ensign Otis.
have made a rule to read aome poetry
SNOW PANTS
O
o
A
third
purpose
of
the
contents
is
Lewiston
Journal.
This
has
been
in
Civic Affairs Committee—E. L. and listen to some music at least once
HATS
tried to cover them all. On the whole
Regular $3.00 to $4.50
ODD LOT OF CHILDREN'S
The loss of these tastes ta a
Regularly $5.00
circulation for a couple of weeks, but don't you think he did an admirable to arouse this interest by fielding six Brown, chairman, Levi Flint, Henry a'ossweek.
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
SNOW SUITS
now $1.98
good
teams,
organized
well
in
ad

last
week
to
one
inquirer
Brann
said
B. Bird. Dr. William Ellingwood, Wil
job?
now $3.49
Regular $5.00 to $6.00
THE WINTER STARS
there was no truth in the report. The
Baseball in Knox County is due for vance. Another goal is to restore bur Senter. P. P. Bicknell, Charles
WOMEN'S. MISSES' AND
Across
the
Iron-bound silence of the
baseball
to
its
pristine
favor
when
now
$3.95
report persists however and the rea a banner year; everything points to
Sheldon, Clinton J. Bowley, E. F
CHILDREN’S
MITTENS
night
hundreds,
not
scores,
witnessed
games
Glover.
sons
which
a
prominent
Democrat
A
keen
wind
fitfully creeps, and far
it. So if we could be ready to go
OVERSHOES
away
Men’s Horsehide
MILL END BLANKETS
gave to me in assuring that he ex when the time comes the fans would around the loop.
Committee on Endorsements—A The northern ridges glimmer, faintly
Regular $1.25
bright.
Appended you will find a two-half W. Gregory, chairman, Willis Ayer,
Fleece Lined
pected the announcement to come do their part by turning out in even
$1.25 to $1.89
now $1.00
Like hills on some dead planet hard and
Regularly $1.00
schedule for the Knox County League Thomas H. Chisholm.
from the former Governor within a larger numbers.
o
-o
gray.
Divinely from the Icy sky look down
ONE LOT
fairly short time surely sounded very
Entertainment Committee—Char
now 89c
I was particularly interested In the for 1938. In this schedule are im
MEN’S SCARFS
The deathless stars that sparkle over
| good.
pounded features which provide for C. Wotton, chairman, Ray Eaton. W
HORSEHIDE
COATS
head.
comments
that
were
enclosed
with
the
Regular $2 50, $1.25
Wain, the Herdsman, and the
Leather Choppers
as many difficulties as were foreseen. H. Glendenning, Jr. Donald Hanley. TheNorthern
Regular $12.00
Crown.
ANNOUNCFMFNT
schedule.
Were
they
worthwhile?
I
now $1.25, 75c
Regularly 89c
And
yonder,
westward, large and hate
announcement
hope you and’the folks you talk with Let me list a few.
now $7.98
Edward Gonia, Parker Worrey,
o----------- o
fully
red.
I ) Have your pigs cut up, sugar cured.
The
schedule
calls
for
40
games,
o
■
--O
now
69c
Thomas Stone, Cleo W. Hopkins, Arcturus, brooding over fierce resolves:
MEN’S
and smoked. I am an expert in that lbmk so.
ONE LOT SHEEPSKIN LINED
Like mystic dancers ln (he Arctic air
line.
I If the managers could get together enough to satisfy all the dyed-in-wool John G. Snow, Earle Perry, Charles The troops of the Aurora shift and spin;
FUR LINED GLOVES
AU
Wool
COATS
fans.
It
was
a
source
of
grief
about
The Dragon strews hls bale-fires, and
H.
Berry
! a couple of days after Christmas
Regular $3.50, S4.00
Regularly 89c
within
Regularly $12.50
the
circuit
that
there
were
not
more
HENRY
F.
BOCK,
Camden,
Tel.
2309
Good
Roads
Committee
—
A.
C.
Mc

“
Jit"
will
come
down
and
talk
lt
over.
Hls trailing and prodigious loop In
now $1.98
Kent farm on the Belfast road.
now
69c
volves.
Sale
$7.98
games
last
year.
Loon, chairman, Alfrel C. Hocking, The lonely
And if he thinks that he is going
In Attractive Gift Boxes
Pole Star and the Lesser Bear,

On Donation Day

New Honors For “Hec”

Scotch Evangelist

a

At Pratt Memorial

Thurston At Helm

Rush Has Begun

DANCE

DANCE

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Water Company Bonds

THE STOVEPIPE LEAGUE

Read What Two Boosters Say About Knox
County Baseball Next Summer

DECEMBER SALE

There are plenty of sales when you don’t want to buy, but here is
one at the right time, that is being held in appreciation of the gen
erous patronage given me since entering business last June.

LINDSEY’S

Look for thc Sign

'

143-148

alone he has got a surprise coming!

tOontinueo on Page Bignij

, Fred

L.

Linekin, Cleo

Hopkins,

—Archibald Lampmau,

The Courier-Gazette
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Every-Other-Day
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Page Two
wide open at least distinctly ajar to
such proposals as its author is now
sponsoring.

Your Account Cards

A Long Hard Row

Manager of Social Security Address By Senator Fernald
THE CRUSADE ENDS

We must obey God rather than
men—Acts. 5:29.

Editorial
THF. CITY ELECTION

With thc Municipal Election
only six da\ s aw at Rix'kland tax
payers arc making a closer inven
tory of thc situation and expressing
the hope that the policies of Mayor
Thurston and the Republican Board
of Aldermen will be followed as
closely as possible.
This, they be
lieve, would be insured by the elec
tion of the Republican candidate, j
Edward Reed Veazie and a majority
of that party’s aldermanic candi
dates. All of them, if it is possible
to do so.
Thc Democrats have been in pos
session of the Municipal purse
strings for thc past eight tears, al
though in thc election of 1935 it
was from thc Republicans that
M ayor Leforest A. Thurston drew
the bulk of his strength, and the
mayor, very properly, banked upon
Republicans and Democrats in
equal proportions to assist him in
the management of the city's affairs.
The gradual change in Rockland's
political sentiment would seem to
indicate that the Republicans’ lean
years have about run their course.
In thc State election last fall the
Republicans carried Rockland by a
vote of better than two to one, as
b.ased on thc vote for Governor,
and buried ex-Governor Louis J.
Brann by a majority of 565 in his
fight for thc United States Senate.
It would need a tremendous slump
for the city to* fall back into the
Democratic ranks under circum
stances like those.
Wc had hoped to see bitterness
and unreasonableness totally elimi
nated in this campaign, and it will
be so far as The Courier-Gazette is
concerned. As usual, however ab
surd stories are in circulation and
we hope that those who give them
credence will just remember that
it is election time and that some
agitators are giving their tongues
a sleighride, as we used to say back
in our boyhood days.
The "sleighriding" finds its chief
cutlet in propaganda statements that
such or such a man will be appoint
ed chief of police, or whatever office
you choose, if thc Republican candi
date for mayor is elected. Torninvrot! It is true that there are men
seeking the office of police chief,
and they are perfectly w ithin their
lights in so doing. Mr. Veazie tells
Us that he has made absolutely no
promises, but that if elected he will
review the situation very carefullv
and that each candidate will receive
absolutely fair consideration.

That extraordinary series of re
ligious meetings known as the
Spiritual Recovery Crusade closed
last night, successful fioir its very
inception. Utterly lacking in the
"high brow” features which have
so often been a handicap to evan
gelistic meetings, the Spiritual Re
covery Crusade has offered an
amazing incentive for people to
journey from a wide radius. They
have heard the Gospel expounded in
a language they knew and manyhearts have been cheered, and manv
burdens lightened. The work of
the Master has gone on uninterrup
tedly and with it has been the di
version so necessary to the well be
ing of thc average person. Charlie
1 avlor is a human dynamo, never
lacking for words, and better still,
never lacking the right word. Into
the I’aylor partnership fits Laurie
Taylor, brother of the evangelist,
whose weekly concerts have furn
ished an unforgettable feature in
the winter life of this community.
The Courier-Gazette has co-operat
ed with the Spiritual Recovery Cru
sade to the best of its ability, and
acknowledges with feelings of deep
est gratitude thc tribute paid to
it bv Ch; rlie Taylor at Sunday
night's meeting.

Offers the Holders Some
Good Advice

EE

We’ve got to hurry, men, for we can’t

keep the ladies waiting
In another week, this store for men will be a gift

paradise for women.

We’ve got to talk fast about the Christmas
clothing you need. It’s here this week, at sav

ings from $3.00 to $10.00 on Suits. Overcoats

and Topcoats, all ready with your size marked

on the sleeves . . . new suits and new o'coats.
You’ll marvel at the models.

It's the gayest,

owing to the unseasonable weather the prices

must be sacrificed.

G. A. Lawrence is chairman of
equipment.

Many surprises will be waiting for
visitors after Mrs. Rhama Phiibrick
and her committee members Mrs.
Fred Liniken. Mrs Charles Emery.
Mrs. Ralph Smith and Mrs Kenneth
Spear arrange their collections of
miscellaneous hobbies. There one
may flnd scrapbooks, shells, and may
be live collections.
a

•

•

•

But come this week . . . you know how you

always feel in a tea room packed with ladies!
Two overcoats with restricted prices, Mt. Rock
and Don MacDonald.

AH the rest at savings

from $5.00 to $10.00.

The 1938 National Grange Plat
All persons who expect to get work
in stores during the Christmas holi form adopted at Harrisburg. Penn.,
days. even as temporary employes, is pledged to:
•'IO. Balance thc budget, insist
should have a social security account
Our Christmas Club checks this year are
number. L. F. Kittredge, manager of upon economy and efficiency in local.:
going out early and our members will do their
the Augusta field office of the So State and Federal Government."
shopping early. They will not have to worry about
"We have a long, hard road ahead
cial Security Board, announced.
of us in Maine before We fulfill that I
ready rash. You will not see them in thc frantic
Employers as well as employes
pledge," said Senator Pernald. "but 1
last-minute jam at the counters. They will have
were urged to note this requirement,
we must try, and if we really try. we j
which applies to jobs which might can do tt, because lt is good business
purchased their gifts and have them put away
last only a few days on a part-time for us in Maine to do it. Regardless |
for Christmas eve.
basis as well as to regular employ of w hat the Old Guard thinks about
the question. I say to you that what
ment.
ts good business is good politics, and I
Persons who have not already ob
the Maine farmer is shrewd enough
tained an accouut numoer can get to realize it. Great economies in our
Wouldn't you like to receive a
cne over-the-counter ln a few state, county and local governments
Christmas Club check next year?
minutes by going to the Augusta field jn Maine can be accomplished and
Then join our new Club now
office at 335 Water street or by fill- not at tlie expense of human suffer
ing in an SS-5 form and mailing lt (jng and education but through sharp
forming.
to that office. Mr. Kittredge stated. I curtailment in needless spending.
The SS-5 form is available at all
“In closing let me point out to you
f.eld offices of the Board and at post- a fact that may often be overlooked
offices in cities where no field office in Maine, and that is that the future '
is operating, For those getting an of |Maine is inseparably bound up
account card, the Manager offered with our Maine farms and Maine
the following advice:
farmers. Tlie Maine farmer employs
Be sure to keep the account card more laborers than all the Maine rail- |
tn a safe place. Write down tbe roads. Maine Mills and Maine fac
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
number in two or three places where tories combined. The Maine farmer
you can refer to it if the card is has more invested in capital than do
lost.
all other lines of business in Maine
Be sure to advise your employer The successful management of the ' Yet the tax collectors levy thelr , therefore important and imperative
what your accounut number is, so great capital investment and basic , tributes on the Maine farmer whether in Maine, that the burden of taxation
that your wages can be reported to industry in Maine affects the fu- i the season is good or bad and whether upon agriculture be materially reyour social security account, on which ture welfare of all of us in Maine i farm prices are low or high. It is duced and equalized immediately.”
Federal old-age insurance is based
If you have lost your original ac
count card, file a new SS-5 applica
tion. and state your original account
number or when ar.d where your pre
vious application was filed.
Every employe under age 65 needs
an account number, regardless of
the size of the firm where he works,
Mr. Kittredge pointed out. In addi
tion, lie said, the employe over age
65 needs an account number if his
employer has eight or more employes
and is subject to the Maine unem
ployment compensation law.

No garments charged at these reduced prices.

Gregory’s

mai t/Melby

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Wildlife Sanctuary
Camden Hills National Park

Area To Be Made One,

Says Stobie

night with Arline Grover. Thf lead
er. Mrs. Percival and assistant. Mrs.
Howard Lovejoy of the W H Hin Leona Hisler. 11 members and one
man Co. of Skowhegan was a recent visitor were present. Following the
business visitor here.
meeting, games were enjoyed and
E. Ashley Waiters ot Waldoboro the hostess served a repast. The
was one of the successful hunters next assembly will be Friday at Velhere Monday, getting a flne 18-point ma Brown's.
buck. Baldwin Lunn of Washington Edwin Goodwin and J. B. Brown
also got a large buck the same day.
passed the holiday at H. C. Brown's.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Day of ThomHarry Williams of Hallowell was a
aston were callers Saturday at Merle caller Sunday at the home of Warren
Day s.
Glidden and later took the Glidden
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hewitt were family to Benton to visit Mrs. Glidguests Sundsfr at the home of Robert : den s niece, Phyllis Skillings, who is
Jones.
lecovering from illness.
Maurice Hodgkins was an Augusta
Mrs Marion Brown and children
visitor Saturday.
accompanied by Mrs. Beulah Tobey
Mrs. Charles Brown had as guests and Kendrick Light were ^business
last Thursday her son Stanford and visitors Saturday in Augusta
grandson Lyford Brown of Jeflerson
____________
W. B. Hewitt visited Sunday in

SOMERVILLE

Ra.-a old laces, shawls, bedspread’,
quilts and tablecloths from China.
Italy. South America, ln fact from
all over the world, will be seen at this j
great show. Mrs. William T White,
chairman of this exhibit, is assisted
TIIE INFLATION MENACE
by Mrs. Alan L. Bird. Mrs. Charles
M. Kalloch. and Mrs. L. Bliss GillThe threat of inflation again chrcst cf Thomaston. Mrs Gilchrest
looms in Congress. Twice defeated will exhibit her beautiful private col
it is still an active and exceedingly lection including a tablecloth hand
dangerous factor, and finds its j spun and handwoven. purchased in
recognition as such in the measure Russia in 1775.
* • • •*
introduced by Senator Bridges of 1
New Hampshire.
The New York
What is it that goes all around the
Herald Tribune offers the follow world with Oeorge Washington's pic
ing editorial comment:
ture on lt? You will see it at this
Senator H Styles Bridges. Repub big hobby show.
• • • •
lican. of New Hampshire, has just
Warren
OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS
Committee for Photo Department
introduced a measure seeking thc re
The Hustlers 4-H Club met Friday
-----------------peal cf the power of the President comprises Jercme C. Burrows, chair
to issue $3 000.000.000 in greenbacks man, Ernest Blackington. Raymond
In a letter to Senator Robert F. Wag
ner chairman of the Committee on Cross. Donald Fogg. Edward Mcffitt.
Banking and Currency. Senator Charles Veazie and Earl C. Dew.
PLAIN BOX ... NO COSTLY FIXIN’S
Bridges has asked that an early date
It is the hope of the committee to
be set for hearing on his bill, which have contributions of pictures taken,
would erase from the statute bcoks
the so-called "Thomas amendment" developed and printed by amateurs
oi Knox Ccunty. It wants, particu
to the agricultural adjustment act.
That the threat of inflation, al larly a display of photos made by the
though it has been slumbering for amateurs of 1907 and 1937. also pic
“BABS" Wright believes the public wants fine chocolates and cares
some time past, is by no means dead tures made in all the years in be
nothing about fancy boxes when buying randy for the home. So—
was vividly emphasized ln the Senate
Agriculture Committee. This body, tween. Fans of 1907 are asked to dig
Packing this splendid selection of candy in a plain, inexpensive box.
in reporting on the proposed new cut those old plates and prints and
net even cupped, makes this low price possible. More than 30 dif
farm bill, recommended a "reduction take them, in.
in thc value of the dollar' as a neces
The committee is Interested in col
ferent centers including nuts and fruits. Hand dipped in rich dark
sary part of any program of increas
vanilla chocolate.
ing farm prices. The "commodity lections also. Have you a number of
value" of the dollar, said the commit pictures of similar subjects, locomo
tee in its report, “should be 100 cents. tives, ships, animals, trees, snow
It is now $1.19." The committee's scents, sea-scapes, etc.
conclusion Is that "unless and until
Have you a very, very old camera,
the dollar value is regulated and
484 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
stabilized it will be impossible to developing tank or printing device?
143-141
regulate the production of farm com- These are interesting. Have you the
modules in any satisfactory manner." latest tj.pe of camera, enlarger, etc.
This philosophy has not yet been ...
written into the Senate bill itself. W "U1 take ’ood care of these thlng '
o
*•■-.
but it will be. according to Senator Please take them in. Have you any
Elmer Thomas, as soon as "sufficient tiick photos, unusual and fascinating
sentiment" develops.
pictures? Everyone enjoys such things.
thIhe ^^',°narV r'd7' k,n?Wn a"
* hoped to have a display of
the “Thomas amendment.
was
,• , . 4
. .
tacked on to the tarm bill of 1933 hcme made movles whlch wlU °Perate i
It granted the President power to on a regular schedule. There will be
resort to inflation in numerous ways, more about that later.
the most important two being the
....
power to reduce the gold content of | contributors may get in touch with '
the dollar and the power to issue i
.
, ..
...
w., .
$3,000,000,000 in greenbacks. The lat- ar'y meir':>er of the committee. W ,
. . . and ID. & 'H. Anthracite is
ter provision has not yet been availed want you to take your exhibits to thf
of, but dollar depreciation of course, hall on Tuesday morning. Dec. 7.
Cone-Cleaned
to assure the re
has been tried. It was tried as a but tf this is impossible let us know I
second shot in the arm. ln October and we will send for them. Do not i
moval of all impurities—leaving
1933, after the stimulus of the first
only .pure coal . . . rich in heating
shot—the abandonment of the gold hesitate to contribute. We want all
standard—had worn off. Its efforts we can get. Just call any member
units. In addition—it is rigidly
almost ruined the government's and tell him what you have so that:
credit, as represented bj- the bond we may have some idea of the space*
inspected to consistently main
market and the market for dollar ex
change; and the experiment was required.
tain its high quality. To get ex
abandoned as gracefully and as
tra heat at ,no extra cost . . . Call
quickly as possible.
With commodity prices declining
advocates of further inflation will no
doubt become more and more articu
late. Therefore, Senator Bridge's
bill is very timely. Oni of the sound
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
est methods of preventing further
currency tinkering is to de-legalize
such praciices. As it is, lhe Thomas

“BABS” Chocolates 35c Pound

CHISHOLM’S

SPA

THERE’S EXTRA HEAT

IN PURE COAL

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

amendment leaves the (joor, if not

Christmas Cluh Checks

In Mexico

.

most likeable clothing you’ve ever worn, but

Another interesting meeting of
chairmen for the Hobby Show was
held last night with 25 persons pres-*
ent. This unusual event will be held
in the Community Building Dec 7
and 8. Admission will be 25 cents
to adults ar.d 15 cents for Junior
High children.
• • • •
Miss Charlotte Buffum is chairman
of antique glass, trays and ornaments,
and will be assisted by Mrs. Hervey
Allen, Mrs. Joshua Southard and
Mrs Carl Sonntag. The colors will
never fade for these choice collections.

Before Swift River Grange

Announcement that the Camden
Hills National Park area, on Mt. Me
gunticook, is to be made a wildlife
eanctuary. was made by Fish and
Game Commissioner George J Sto
bie last week.
Commissioner Stoble's statement
followed information from Washing
ton that two National Forest rangers
had been assigned to the area and
that the (work of enclosing the sanc
tuary would begin in tlie near future.
Following the usual practice a
single strand of wire wlll be run
around the entire preserve and the
area patrolled constantly by the two
rangers.
The Camden project, which will in
clude approximately COOC acres In
that town and Lincolnville, Is nowbeing improved by CCC workers.
The area includes nearly all of Mt. '
Megunticook, largest of tlte three
, Camden hills. Although it has never :
been considered as an outstanding |
game tract it is expected that wild: life will Increase under the protec- j
tion of the Park Service
Rising to a height of nearly 1400 1
feet the mountain adjoins Mt Battle
to form one of the largest completely
wooded areas in Knox County.
Ceiginally started as a Resettle
ment Administration project. It was |
later taken over by thc Department
of Interior which has Jurisdiction
over all national parks. Making th?
area a game preserve is in line with
the policy of the Park Service and
Is not expected to change the present
plans to make it a large outdoor
recreational area.
One of the finest down hill ski
trails in New England is now under
construction on the mountainside and
other work is planned in keeping with
natural advantages of the tract and
the growing interest in outdoor sports.
INVESTMENTS IN CANADA

United States investments in Can
ada currently are estimated at
$1,030X00.000, while investments of
Great Britain approximate $2,750,000 000. Canadian Investments in the
U S. are placed at $1,000,000,000 com
pared with only about $50,000,000 ln
Great Britain.

SAVE MONEY!
BUY

feuda/diMa

RETREAD TIRES
PASSENGER—TRUCK
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT

NEW TIRES AND

TUBES

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST.,

All thc cooking improvements and heating advantages you’ve
ever wished for arc included in this large capacity, heavy duty
range. Available with elevated warming closet, hot water
reservoir or warming compartment. By all means see this
outstanding value.

ROCKLAND
9&EOT-tf

Glenwood

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day

Page Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 30, 1937
The
Courier-Gazette
printing
department is temporarily minus one
of its members, Forest Pinkerton be
ing housed up on account of illness.
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ti The Third District Council will
ti meet Friday afternoon at 1.30 at the
ti Legion hall in Union.
ti

M. E. WOTTON & SON

So it seems that Capt. William H ’
Wincapaw is to p lay the role of aerial
8anta Claus again this year. How
the Coast Guardsmen would have
missed him otherwise.

DEPARTMENT STORE

1
Special Made To Order Shades

The radio informed us that the
Japs have torn down an American
flag and thrown it into the Whanpoo
River. The Japs and another nation
we know about seem to be doing about
as they see fit.

Beginning Our Christmas With Our Famous

Electrical Xmas Gifts
a brand new stock

Mrs. Anna Paulitz has been sub
stituting at the first grade. Purchase
street, for Mrs. Mae Perry.

The Friendly Foto Fans will hold
their regular meeting at 7JO tonight
A at the Congregational Church. Prints
for the circulating library are due at
ti this time.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

ORDERS OF OVER $1.00 POSTAGE PAID

The Courier-Gazette doesn't know
how much water Supt. Cumming
I
found in his rain gauge yesterday
morning, but there was nearly a foot
In the writer's cellar.

ti

"Christmas Customs in Colonial
Times" will be the subject of the
D.A.R. broadcast Thursday at 2.15
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
p. m. from WLBZ with Mrs. Howard
Dec 1—Second annual feast of Camden
Outing Club at Masonic Temple, Cam R. Houston of Frances Dighton Wil
den.
liams Chapter as speaker.
Dec. 1—South Warren Christmas fair

DOLLS

TALK OF THE TOWN

at Goodwill Grange.
Dec. 2—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle of Thom
at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 2—Thomaston-Federated Circle aston has a public supper Wednesday
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry . , ht , ronnertinn with its wml.
Dec. 3—Camden—Recital by piano ar.d j nlgnl ln connection witn its semi
vocal pupils of Mrs Ruth coiiem«i.
monthly meeting. Frank A. Winslow
Dec. 8—Rockland city election.
. _
_
.
_
..
,,, .
Dec. 6—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew \ oi The Courier-Gazette will be guest
Tent. D.U.V.. at Grand Army hall.
speaker,
presenting
his
new
lecture,
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community
Building.
"Six Million Wild Horses."
Dec. 8—Littlefield Memorial Church
fair.
Rockland Republicans, men and
Dec
Thomaston—Annual Christ
mas fair of St. John's Chunch.
Dec 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas women, are cordially invited to attalr of Methodist Ladles Aid
■ tend an open meeting of the RepubllDec 9-10—Senior play "Big Hearted
can City Committee to be held to
Herbert" at High School audltorlurii,
Dec 10—Methebesec Club meets 'at night at 730 in Legion Hall, LimeCommunity Building.
Dec. 12—Legion's Charity Food Show ] rock street. There will be several
at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 12—Annual donation food show of speakers at the session and details
Winslow-Holbrook Post, AL. at Strand of the approaching campaign will be
Theatre
Dec 15—Music Festival of Rockland discussed.
Schools at Community Building.
Dec 17—Camden—High School tenlor
The Lions will have as their guest
play at Opera House
Dec. is—city schools close for holiday speaker tomorrow a past president of
Fei>c. 25—Chrtstmas Day.
lhe Rockland Rotary Club, and for-

«««<’•<«!«IS**************««<««'«•SHWSWMWWIMlWtXWW'SWMWSKlClCW’SW

Arthur Robbins of Ash Point picked
eight pansies yesterday.

£

'

Evening appointments given special attention.

I

DOLLS

DOLLS |

Regular Size (16 in., goes to sleep) Baby Doll 1.00 ti

:
i

home or office and go over your Christmas gift problem at your convenience.

A motorist attracted lots of at
tention at The Brook this forenoon
when he displayed a pheasant which
had flown through his windshield
the other side of Bath. Tire astonti ^hed driver was Joseph Key of Cape 1»
Full Size (18 inch) ........................................................... 50
Elizabeth
Elizabeth.
IR

DOLLS
1

Phone 26-W—Salesmen “Jerry” Margeson or “Jack” Hapworth will call at your

Beautiful Dark and Blonde Hair Dolls in light
and dark dresses......................................................... 1.98
Rubber Dolls with full wardrobe .........................

1.98

Larger Rubber Dolls with full wardrobe............ 2.98

a

See the new Madamoiselle Doll with pink Coat

a».................................................................... 2.50 and 3.98
j

nl^CBu^rl’tm“ danCe “ C°mmU' 1 mer ma>'or' E' L- Brown- Mr- Brown
Dec 31—New Year s Eve—Milk Fund , Will bring to life Rockland's Main
Ball at Community Building, auspices
,
.
. .
Rockiand P.T.A,
street as it appeared about half a
mumty2Burdmgmmunlty Falr at Com" century ago—exceedingly interesting
Dec 3 (2 to si—Educational ciub meets lhe Rotary Club found the lecture
street ES BreX.“err111'
Rank!“ ^en it was delivered there a fe,
____________
| weeks ago. Mr. Brown is a very
Earl C. Perry A. B. Cooper and A. pleasing speaker, and the Lions look
forward with pleasure to his coming.
B. Cooper, Jr., are in Boston.

And many other numbers including Colored
Dolls, and four different numbers at............... 1.00

EVERY DOLL IS A HORSMAN

J*

The Ruth Mayhew Tent fair committee held a beano party at the home
of Hiza Plummer for the benefit of
the apron table, Maude Cables chair
man. There were 16 players, with
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills. Mrs. Nellie Hall.
Mrs. Cates, Mrs. Mae Cross and Mrs
Lizzie French taking the awards,
which proved to be useful household
articles.

Frigidaire Refrigerators and Electric Ra nges,

Universal Combination

Electric

Stromberg Carlson.
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS—ALL BRAND NEW STOCK
I

.

Large Character Dolls with all the new features
including real glass eyes (26 in. tall) ............ 2.98

OUR COMPLETE LINE CONSISTS OF

Ranges, Maytag Washers and Ironers, Duo-Therm Circulating Oil Heaters,
Mazda Light Bulbs. Radios, $19.95 up to $1050.00 We specialize with the

The approaching municipal election
will be discussed from all angles at ‘
tonight's public meeting of Republi
can men and women to be held at
7.30 in Legion hall, Limerock street. [
A cordial invitation is extended to all
Republicans to attend.

Large Rubber Dolls with iarger wardrobe....... 3.50

Free Delivery in Rockland

XMAS TREE LIGHTS
Our Leader ..................... 29
Bellset ............................... 65
Brand new this season

,
!
!

Candle Sets .................... 65
Complete with cord; ivory color

j

8

Outdoor Sets.................. 98

Special—A Handy Hot Four-Slice Toaster in
Enamel With Chromium Doors—A Real Special!
$2.59

General Electric Alarm
Clock..................... $4.89
Fluted Fiberton Case in Ivory

Toaster...................... $1.29
Satin, silvered and blark finish
cord attached

tete

tete

Universal ElectroVac
Combination Waffle
Coffee Maker....... 4.95
Iron and Sandwich
Chromium plated, will not
Toaster.................... 3.69

The incorporation papers of the
Rubber sockets; 7 asst, bulbs
tarnish; heat-resisting bowl
Snow Shipyards, Inc., of Rockland, 18
Chromium finish, removable
were yesterday approved by the At- i
We Ever Had
grids
tete
Bulbs
....................
2
for
.05
torney General's Department, accord-19
Come in and let us put them away for you!
$ ing to an Augusta Associated Press
Fcr your present sets; asst, colors Universal Toaster .. 2.95
Chrome plated, black trim
despatch from Augusta. The capital j 8
Waffle Iron ............... 2.19
stock is $50,000, at $100 par value j
Senator Roy Fernald of Winterport,
Sunday's storm resulted ln flooding
Candle Sets, 8 bulbs 1.07
tete
Exceptional value, highly
Ensign Otis ot Rockiand is named as I
a section of the Main street cellar of possible candidate for Governor, is 7
Ivor)' finish; a Special
polished nickel plate
Universal Toaster .. 3.25
president and Philip Smith of Ten
o'clock Educational Club speaker next
Stonington Furniture Co.
Requests for Christmas baskets of
ant's
Harbor
as
treasurer.
Friday at Mrs. Lena Merrill's, corner
With
black
knobs
and
feet
A ffull meeting of the Community
Single Candles.............. 29
There will be the usual baked bean | Rankin street and Broadway. Box Winslow-Holbrook Post should be Food Fair committee is called for
Complete with cord; ivory finish
Coffee Percolator .... 1.49
supper, followed by a beano party at lunch at 6. current items, discussions j filed immediately, not later than Dec Friday afternoon at 4.
The Rockland Farm Bureau met at
Universal Irons ....... 2.95 Polished aluminum, scratch-proof
Pleasant Valley Grange on Friday at and poetry at 2 o'clock, with final 4. It will help the Legion boys im
the Meadows Tuesday, a very inter
ward captain reports on memberships mensely if all those able to call for
Chrome plated, non-automatic fert, black handle. 5 cup capacity
6. Mrs. Hazel Bartlett is chairman.
Extension Cords ......... 34
Mt. Pleasant Grange of West esting demonstration being given by
for the ribbon and magazine awards. their baskets to notify the Chamber Rockport and Penobscot View Grange Mrs. Eunice Morse in various kinds
Twin wires, 9 feet long
If W
Judging from the talk Rockland is 1 senator Fernald's topic, "Maine Fu- of Commerce. 860, when making their will he guests of Pleasant Valley of bread making. The Rockland
Universal
Adjustable
golng to send a good sized delegation j tUre Government." Oliver Hamlin, request.
Grange tonight. The third and fourth members feel very fortunate ln havGen. Electric Clock, 6.95
Pin-Up Style Lamps 1.49
to the Camden Outing Club's ban-1 state Commander of V.F.W.,, with an
degrees will be conferred.
Automatic Iron .... 4.95 Made of blue glass, silver blue
j lng Mrs. Morse as foods leader, her
6
asstdesigns,
complete
with
The freight service which was to
quet in Camden Masonic hall tomor- : enviable service record in the World
------j talent in this line of work being excord and bulbs
Dial heat regulator
numerals and hands
row night. Tlie full details have \var, especially in the Argonne forest. have been inaugurated between Bos
Mrs. Eliza Plummer. Dept. Pres ' ceptional. A public supper will be
ton.
Rockland
and
Camden
last
week.
twice appeared in this paper. Tickets is 5 o'clock speaker. Subject, “The ,
. ,
, ,
..
,
. ... x ■ D-U- V,, will visit Annie A. Gould served Thursday, and a planning
Special Combination Westinghouse
delayed when it was found thati~
j
J ,
Special Corn Popper, Nickel Finish,
may be obtained from Mrs. Frank A. Future Welfare of the Veteran." Open was
..
,
, .
. .
Tent in Portland, Dec. 15. for the ar.- meeting is scheduled for Die. 15;
the
steamers
cylinder
head
war
.
.
__
..
.
,
,
Automatic Iron and Folding Ironing
Tirrell.
forum.
. . _
.
.
,
i nual inspection and other business
cracked. Repairs have been com- ,
... .. ..
.
Wooden Legs....................................... $1.29
, . ,
. .
. ,
„ x
1 connected with the order,
Board .................................................... $8.95
A feature of the Hobby Show will
The Community Theatre Guild is pleted, and the craft left Bridgeport
_____
Evidence of the far flung opera
be the sale conducted by the Home
tions of the Moran Insurance Agency sponsoring a one-act play "Phipps ' Conn., last night for Boston. Notice
The scholarly article on "Democ Industries, for local handcraft work.
was accentuated today by receipt of n to be presented at the Hobby Show at is given that any freight left at
racy" which appeared in Saturday's Anyone making any interesting or
check from Honolulu. Hawaii, in pay- the Community Building. Dec. 7 and Rcwe's Wharf. Boston, for Rockland
issue was written, not by a student, useful article is invited to enter them
or
Camden,
will
be
picked
up.
and
the
ment of premium on policy on. the 8. The play which Ls being directed
but toy a member of Rockland High at the homecraft booth. Mrs. Carl
life of Ernest Gruening. US. Com- by Alvary Gay, has the following steamboat is e’xpected to arrive here School's faculty, Ernest E. Robinson.
Snow is chairman, assisted by Mrs.
missioner of Insular possessions. Dr.' cast: Stanley Gay, Phipps; Mrs. Friday.
65 PARK STREET
ROCKLAN D, MAINE
TELEPHONE 26-W
Eugene Lamb, Mrs. A. J. Bird. Mrs.
Gruening was formerly editor of the Evelyn Peaslee. Lady Fanny; and
Canton Lafayette. I.O.OF. wiil Donald Cummings, Mrs. David Beach
' Lucien Dean. Sir Gerald. The DeA GOOD PLACE TO TRADE—PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE
Portland Evening News.
meet with the Auxiliary Wednesday 8nd Mrs Helen Carlson. Articles may
j cernber meeting of the Guild will be
143-lt
night with election of offlcers. supper
taken t0 community Buildinj on
The house at the corner of Lime- held Thursday evening at The Build
at 6.30 an* degree work with the the merning of Dec. 7. or notify any
AMtMlMlMiaiMikkMiXMiliX StMkMiMtSikUiMiM
rock and Claremont streets owned ing at 7.30. Two one-act plays are
Auxiliary. All offlcers and chevaliers member cf the committee if articles
by the estate of Lucy R. Farnsworth, to be presented for entertainment
▼
are asked to appear in full dress.
are to be collected. Prices must be
SOUTH THOMASTON , Degrees were conferred on Kenneth night to Mrs. Aurelia Ripley. Prize
session,
is to be dismantled having fallen into following the business
placed on all "for sales" as 23 per
Hurd and Robert Dow of Owl's Head. winners for the evening were Caro
____
a state of disrepair. Years ago it was "Phipps" directed by Alvary Gay
Two breakdowns in the mechanical cent wil be deducted for (he benefit
Miss
Bertha
Ripley
has
returned
J
A baked bean supper was served to 45. lyn Davis, Geraldine Jackson, Ber
and
“
Peace
I
Give
Unto
You,"
di

regarded as one of the finest resi
department so delayed the runoff of of the Congregational Church.
to
Camden
after
passing
Thanksgiv

Mlss Helen Sleeper who was home tha Ripley and Elizabeth Mitchell.
dences in the city,, occupied for a rected by Albert Dodge.
The Courier-Gazette Saturday that
“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
Miss Mary Sleeper was home from
ing week at her home here.
from Bridgewater, Mass., for Thanks
long time by the late Dr. S. H
the
regular
mail
steamer
left
without
|
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Gorham
Normal School for the holi
giving
returned
Sunday,
accompanied
Boynton. It has been idle for a long J Miss Eliza C. Hannegan of Port
the papers. The special Vinalhaven !
Mrs. Lena Simmons is spending the
land will be a guest Thursday of the
day recess
by Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike.
time.
story under title of “The (Rshhawks' i
winter in Winthrop, Mass.
TUESDAY. NOV. 30
____
Rockland Society for the Hard of
Miss Elizabeth Till of the Boston
Call" made it especially desirable that'
Fourteen members of Forget-meKnox Lodge. F. A. M., was inThe sports editor of the Bath Daily Hearing and wdl conduct the lesson.
College of Dental Nursing called on
Special Matinee 230
the islands toe served that day, and ,
spected Nov. 22 by D. D. Ames of not Chapter O.ES., attended guest
Single evening show at eight
Times wants to know why not send Miss Hannegan is well known locally,
friends here recently.
the obliging Capt. Treat of Airways.
Thomaston. Orand Master Ollies night of Oolden Rod Chapter in
IRENE
DUNN,
Ihe Morse High grid team to Misjni. t Having given private and class les| Inc., stepped into the breach and
of South Portland was also present Rockland last Friday.
RANDOLPH SCOTT
Fla., for the Christmas Day classic ln sons here several years ago. She is
whisked the papers across the bay in
and conferred the Grand Lodge i At the fifth and last beano party
in
the Orange Bowl. And in its analy- a pioneer in the work for the hard
his plane—hence everybody was
medal on J. M Bartlett for 50 years of the series at the Orange hall, the
sis it cites the fact that Rockland |
hearing in Maine, and has taught
happy.
membership in the Masonic order, grand prize was awarded Friday
“High Wide and
beat Skowhegan 6 to 0; that Skow- *’p reading in Portland Evening
"Part Wool"
Handsome”
hegan beat Cony 6 to 0, and that School since 1926. She is president
Rummage sale at Universalist ves
Sizes
38 to 46
Morse beat both Cony and Skowhc- 0{ llie Department of Lip Reading
try Saturday at 9 a. m.
143-144
WEDNESDAY, DEC, 1
of
the
National
Education
Associaj
gan. Unfortunately championship
Regulars and Stouts
No Matinee. Evening 7 and 9
teams are not selected in that man tiqn and her outstanding work for
E. K. Gould has removed his law
BANK NIGHT—Double Feature
children is known throughout the
ner.
office from 375 Main street to 400
ZASU PITTS, JAMES GLEASON
state. The meeting will be held at
Main street (over Woolworth's).
in
From the society columns of the the Central Maine Club room at 2.30
ABOUT 250 GARMENTS
131-tf
Boston Sunday Herald looked the fa p. !m. and iis open to anyone inter“Forty Naughty Girls”
Come Early; The Price
miliar features of a former Rockland ested in lip reading or the work of
BORN
and
girl, Phyllis Moran True. Mrs. True the society.
O'BRIEN—At Rockland, Nov. 22. to Mr.
and Mrs John H O'Brien, a son
MARIAN MARSH, VAN HEFLIN
is chairman of the International Re
*
i i : .J «** . $
>
STILES—At Portland. Nov. 25. to Mr.
Waterville disputes the claim of
lations committee of the Malden
We have a very nice selection of Used Cars to offer at this
/
in
and Mrs. Willis L. Stiles (Marv Carter
formerly of Thomaston) a eon.—Wil
Old and New Club, and is in charge Rockland to being the first place in
liam Calvin.
“Saturday’s Heroes”
the
State
of
Maine
where
a
hookup
time and invite your inspection.
of the program for this week. Howard
from
a
church
to
a
home
enables
P. Davis, foreign correspondent of ths
MARRIED
t
THURS.-FRI., DEC. 2-3
■
a
1937 PACKARD (120) 4-Door Trunk Sedan, driven
News Week Magazine, who has Just a person to listen to the service.
MORTON-COLLINS—Rockport, Nov. 28,
by Rev, John W Hyssong. George L.
Matinees
2.30. Evenings at 8
Such
a
system
has
been
in
operation
only 9200 miles; looks exactly like a new car and
returned from an eight-weeks' tour
Morton and Miss Clenys L. CoUins,
EDDIE CANTOR
both of Rockport.
of European countries will be the from the Advent Christian Church
has had exceptional care; only ............................ $985.00
QUINN-AMES—At Waterville. Nov 21.
in
speaker at the first international re in Waterville to the home of tire
INC.
by Rev T M. Grlfhtha. C Bonney
pastor,
the
Rev.
T.
J.
Coolbroth.
for
1937 CHRYSLER ROYAL 4-Door Touring Sedan,
Quinn of Eagle and Miss Lucy E.
lations evening of the Malden Old
“Ali Baba Goes To Town”
Ames
ot
North
Haven.
“
The
Store
For Men”
and New. Wednesday, at 8 o'clock, the last two years. Mrs. Coolbroth.
Radio and Heater; very low mileage, looks like a
KING-HEATH—At Olen Cove, Nov. 24,
With all these merrymaking enter
“Where Women Like To Shop"
by Oeorge W Woodward. Charles B
in the Malden High School. The de being confined to her home has had
new
car; finished in black duco; has automatic
King
of
Orono
and
Miss
Bernice
Heath
tainers: Rcland Young. June Lang.
partment is co-operating with the the privilege of listening with a loud
of Camden.
Next To Strand Theatre
over-drive; only ......................................................... $845.00
speaker
in
her
room,
to
every
service
Tony
Martin,
Louise
Hovick,
John
Malden Teachers' Association.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
of her church for about two years.
Carradine, Virginia Field. Alan
DIED
1937 CHEVROLET TOWN SEDAN, driven only
Dinehart, Douglas. Dumbrille. Jeni
BEVERAGE—At Portland. Nov. 27. Cora
Chicken Pie supper Wednesday, The system was a gift from the
■ HMM ■
8800 miles; in first class mechanical condition;
M
.
widow
of
Alfred
F
Beverage,
aged
Lc Gon, The Peters Sisters.
Dec. 1 at Methodist vestry; price 50 Berean Men's Bible Class as a token
73 years. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
heater,
etc. Only.......................................................$595.00
Drive
in
some
evening
and
see
our
of
appreciation
for
her
loyalty
to
from 30 Sea street
cents adults, 25 cents children.
» •' • " »
. I' •'
• 1 '
;
WILLIS—At Ash Point. Nov. 29. Elvra
her
church
for
over
35
years
while
142-143
Christmas Main Street
Ann. wife of Charles H Willis, aged
Many others to choose from, ranging in price from $45.00
her husband has been pastor. The
63 years, 3 months. 29 days Funeral
to $945.00. Now is a good time to buy a used car that will
Thursday at 2 o'clock from residence.
system, controlled from the church,
The senible Christmas gift; Re
NUTTER—At St. Oeorge. Nov.
28.
serve as well as a new car.
can be used to “pick up" services
Daniel O Nutter, aged 64 years, 8
upholster that shabby, sagging chair,
months. 4 days. Funeral today at 3
from any room in the church and
o'clock from A. D Davis & Son chapel
divan or foot stool. Phone Wotton s.
deliver with remarkable clarity both
ln Thomaston. Interment In North
275. for estimate—adv.
Parish cemetery.
speech and music in volume sufficient
CLARK—At Boston. Nov. 27. Clara, wid
for audibility anywhere in the house.
ow of William A Clark, aged 81
years, 4 months. 26 days. Funeral to
Besides this it can be reversed so
day at 1 o'clock from A D Davis A
Son chapel In Thomaston Interment
that the pastor may remain in his
TEL. 10C0-W
712 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ln Clark Hill cemetery.
143-144
study at home and address his con
| SMITH—At Hudson, Mass , Nov. 29, Mrs.
MORTICIANS
Without Laxatives—and You II Eat
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Elsie E Smith, formerly of Rock
gregation in the church auditorium.
Everything from Soup to Nut*

Headquarters for the Largest Assortment

I
y
g
f

Lf

yr

««

PARKER E. WORREY

WALDO THEATRE

LAST CALL

SALE

READ THE ADS

Carter’s Union Suits

'S'w&Ynimw

!

$3.50 value

«na

$2.35 each

USED CARS

a Pair for $4.50

BURPEE & LAMB,

BURPEE’S

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

The stomach should digest two pounds of food
daily. When you eat heavy, greasy, coarse or
rkh food* or when you ara nervoun. hurried or
chew poorly—your stomach poura out too mucn
fluid. Your food doesn't digest and you have
gui. heartburn, nausea, pain or sour atomach.
You feel sour, skk and upset all over.
Doctors say never take a laxative for itomach
pain. It ta dangerous and foolish. It takes thoee
little black tablets called BcJi-.ns for Indigestion
neve mvtfe«a In^n^utes^B^put^you bar'k^on
your feet Relief is ao quick lt la amazing and
one 35c package proves It. Ask for Bell-ana far

B*M IHtprfcW. W

♦ 94 UV.

land. Committal service Thursday at
3 o'clock at Achorn cemetery.

Annual fair, Edwin Libby Relief
Corps. Thursday afternoon Dec. 2.
Free entertainment, grabs, beano.
Public supper at 6 o'clock, 25 cents.
142-143

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for thelr kindness In our re
cent bereavement.
Mrs A H Robinson and Mr and Mrs.
Arthur Johnson,
•

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-385 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
118-tf

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

romAC

WOMAN BEDRIDDEN
FOR 15 MONTHS
Arthritis Victim Now
Active Again
Many sufferers, crippled and In
agony for years, by Arthritis, Sciatica,
Neuritis, and similar troubles caused
by over-acid conditions in the system,
are finding RO-MARI their first re
lief from these painful ailments. The
experience of Mrs. Arthur Wade. 125
Hawthorne Way, San Jose. Calif., is
just one of the many who write grate
ful letters after taking this new Brit
ish formula. She says:

"I am sending for two more bottles of
RO-MARI It has certainly done wonders tor
me. I wtll take one more bottle and have
another on hand for use in case I should feel
it needful at any time. I have been in bed
for 15 months, Just lifted to a wheel chair
for 2 or 3 hours a day. Now I am able to get
about a little. I certainly give the credit for
my improvement to RO-MARI.”

Why endure stiffness, pain, sleep
less nights, lessened activity? This re
markable scientific prescription, de
___by____
veloped
a physician in Ireland and
help you?sThaFhrip^mhere. For
. .here exclusively
------ -- ...
sale
by
CHAS. W. SHELDON, CO.,
444 Main St.. Rockland
SANFORD PHARMACY, Sanford

ROUND POND
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Doering are
making a few weeks' visit in Roxbury.
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Swett and
son Robert of Everett, Mass., were in
town for the holiday weekend.
Mrs. Della Munroe is in Portland
for the winter.
Mrs. Adelaide Butman of Rockland
who visited relatives and friends in
town recently has returned home.
Mrs. Bethea Thompson is making
her winter home in Dexter with her
daughter. Mrs. Harry Blake.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer of
Damariscotta Mills were guests
Thanksgiving Day of Mrs. Plummer's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery.

Visitors Thanksgiving Day at the Miss Edith Perry a student at Bur
home of M. W. Lenfest were Maurice dette Business College. Boston, ac- j
Lenfest and Paul Lenfest of Wake companied by a classmate. Miss Jane ;
field. Mass., Oeorge Lenfest of Bel Morrell of Long Island. N. Y„ was j
mont. Mass., and Roy Lenfest and „uest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
family of Bath.
(Harold Perry over the Thanksgiving
Miss Maude Turner was guest holiday.
Thursday of Mrs. F. W. Cunningham. Miss Laura Whitcomb. R.N.. of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crummitt Brunswick has been visiting relatives
visited Thursday with Mrs. Crum-| in town.
mitt's mother in Somerville.
, jopn Burnheimer is able to be out
Oeorge Lenfest and mother, Mrs.: after an illness of several weeks.
M. W. Lenfest, were business visi-, gherman Vannah. an honor stutors Friday In Waterville.
dent at the University of Maine has
Mrs. Maude Gleason passed a few been visiting his parents, Mr. and
days with her mother recently.
Mrs. Freelan Vannah.
The woods have been full of hunt- An excellent concert was given in
ers but only two deer have been shot the First Baptist Church Friday
here. Roy Turner shot a 10-point night, by the Crusade Union Boys
buck weighing 190 pounds and Oeorge Singers of Beverly Mass.
Turner bagged a doe. A large bull Mr. and Mrs. B O. Miller and
moose was seen Friday in this vi- daughters Mary and Nancy were
cinity.
[ guests Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Lenfest were Mrs. Harry L. Childs in Lewiston,
holiday guests of Mrs. Lenfest's par-1 Mr. and Mrs. James Wood accom- 1
ents in Week's Mills.
’ panied by Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ’
Donald Cunningham, assisted by Weston have been on a motor trip to
his brother Robert, and W. A. Palmer Aroostook County.
recently cut and with his tractor.
Mr. and Mrs. John Redman of Au- j
delivered to his home 12 cords of gusta were weekend guests of Mr. and
wood to fit for next year.
' Mrs. Kenneth Weston and Mr. and
Miss Ruth Lenfest who is attend- Mrs. Ellard Mank.
ing business school in Rockport, was Miss Gertrude Winchenbach of
home for the holiday accompanied south Waldoboro visited Mrs A. E
by her brother Warren.
Boggs the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones took The Bridge Club will hold its first «
thelr daughter Geraldine, to Augusta meeting of the season Thursday night
General Hospital last Friday, her at the home of Miss Marcia Blaney.
second hospital experience since the Mrs i. g. Bailey who was guest of
accident three months ago in which her mother, Mrs. Maude Clark Gay
both hips were broken. She has since fOr several weeks has returned to
been in a cast which it was hoped Philadelphia.
might be removed Friday, but a conMlss Anne ^h^rth of St. Johnssultation of physicians was arranged bury yt b vlsitlng her parents. Dr.
and the young girl remains at the and Mrs T c Ashworth.
hospital still patient and hopeful.
I
Mrs. Thelma Bomeman has been a
Miss Dora Lenfest of Bath is
recent visitor in Boston. During her
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
lab'-ctice Mrs Freda Genthner has
Mrs. M. W Lenfest.
taken her place at Brown's restau
rant .
GEORGES RIVER ROAD I A surprise party was given Henry
------Hilton at his home Wednesday night
Mrs. M. Torpacka will be hostess a: tle occasion being in honor of his
a church social to be held in her home tir’hciay.
Nineteen guests were
Thursday at 7 o'clock. Everyone is present.
welcome.
On their return to their home in
Winchester. Mass Sunday Mr and

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

on

June to
October

GRALYNN

Application

Comer Second Street
and First Avenue

H. H. Mase
Manager

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamloro

DeL Co.

N. Y.

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

\

.___

ft

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES!
J» 3«»

to Your hotel in BOSTON

tteubl.’l»-»»4U
MU »00M| WTTW |AT8

l?«c>al w*<kJy

500Roo*\4
»****•••

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ‘••SHOWER

MANGER
« NORTH STATION .
TRAIN- feyev' ROOM

•4 iTZf-frtmytn'

fc

B

NOW IS THE TIME!

E

Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
We Are Headquarters For Personalized

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Assorted or All One Design
Your Name Printed On Cards

Plain Envelopes To Match
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable prices—

50 for $1.00 — 25 for $1.00
21

for $1.00 — 16 for $1.00
Postage 15 Cents Extra

Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
ing Cards with the Personalized Appeal. Our big new
Christmas Card Book is open for your selection. You'll be
amazed at the apparently costly cards available in our line
—at prices so low.

THE COURIER GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Mrs. Vernon Packard of Portland
who visited a week with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt, was joined
there by Mr. Packard for the holiday,
‘ANGEL”
returning with him Saturday to Port
land. Mr. and Mrs. Nutt and daugh
ter Hazel went Sunday to Palm
Beach. Fla., where they will spend
the winter. They passed Sunday
night with their daughter in Port
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rhodes,
Jr. of Rockport were dinner guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Heal.
Mrs. Margaret Andrews enter- '
tained relatives from Walpole on
Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey of (
Glen Cove and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Keller and family had Thanksgiving
dinner with D. M. Keller and Wesley .
Keller.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
spent the holiday weekend with Mrs. j
Orbeton's sister. Mrs. Bruce Loggie in
Everett .Mass.
Miss Grace Parker of Marblehead, j
Mass, was a holiday visitor at the Don Wilson, William Gargan and Judith Barrett in a scene from “Behind the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mike,” Universal feature—adv.
The gorgeous Marlene Dietrich is lovelier than ever in her latest picture, Fred L. Parker later entering the 1
“Angel," directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Miss Dietrich is the star of the film, hospital for a throat operation before
supported by Herbert Marshall, Melvyn Douglas, and a brilliant supporting returning to her work. Mr. and Mrs. j
east.—adv.
! Parker, daughters Miss Grace and j
, Mlss Hazel and son George Parker
dm#
i were gkiests Thank-^lving Day of
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Bernice Cushman in Waterville.
Miss Ruth Orbeton returned Sun
Mrs. Clara Dow and Mrs. Edith i
Get day to her teaching duties at Mt. Perry were holiday guests of Mr. and
Fishwharf Scrappers

THURSDAY

Bearcats Beaten

Live Souvenirs, to Wit: Vernon after spending th« holiday Mrs. Robert Heald.
r

I . A

j

C&uaal Appendages
The Babtailed Bearcats were a
little more bobbed on the Ull when
the Fishwharf Scrappers got through
with them at the Cascade Alleys
FridaysZ^
night for
the Scratmers
had
S
Lives
oStTn” The

recess
th« home of Mr. and Mrs.
The Mt. Pleasant Grange has acArthur K Walker.
cepted an Invitation to meet tonight
Mr and Mrs' GeOrgeOreen!aw
of w‘th Pleasant Valley Orange. They
Wald<)boTO were callers Sunday on worked the third and fourth degrees
friends ln town'
at their meeting last Monday night
Mr and Mrs Ev'erett E ubbyalld Thirty-eight visiting members were
dau
«hterweekend
Katherine,
who spent
Pleasant Valholiday
at their
camp the
on present
ley and from
SouthPioneer.
Hope Granges

Amesbury Hill returned Sunday to Frank Thorndike is spending the
Ma!'-chester, N. H.
winter with his sister in Boston.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Ingraham. | Mrs. M J. Oxton was holiday guest
son Herbert and daughter Jane of of Mrs. Grace Keller in Rockland.
Skowhegan were weekend visitors at
A special meeting of the church <
the home of his parents, Mr. and congregation is called for Wednesday
Mrs. E. E. Ingraham.
night at 7 o'clock.
A covered dish supper will precede
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt recently
the annual business meeting and entertained a small group of friends
election of offlcers of the Tritohelp informally in observance of their 25th
Club tonight at the Baptist vestry.
wedding anniversary which falls on
Pr*edln« one “nd “
»«k
ending of the Cat tribe that spelled
Fourteen from Harbor Light Chap- Dec. 2. The party was held at an
Mrs. Edward Conners were accom thetr finish.
1
°ES., attended the meeting of earlier date because on the anniver
panied by Miss Betty Stahl, who will
Tucked away in the line up of the Golden Rod Chapter Friday In sary they will be enroute to Florida
be their guest for a week.
Scrappers will be seen the name ot Rockland. In the group were: W. M„ A happy evening long to be re memThey always git their man—Glenda Fam 11 and F.vricn MacLane are un
Miss Alice Lewis of Wiscasset was the Don de Poole who. fresh from Marion Upham, Mrs. Cora Upham, beredwas enjoyed and Mr. and Mrs.
beatable sleuthing team land a romantic one) jin ‘Torch} Blane, The Ad
guest Thanksgiving Day at the home hjg inter_fraternjty matches at U. of Mrs Amy Miller Miss Helena Upham. Nutt receivedseveralattractive
and
venturous Bloiide."—Adv.
of Mr. and Mrs. 8. H. Weston.
M wh€re he claimed w have roHe<; Miss Ruth Miller, Mrs. Beatrice Rich- useful gifts.
Merle Castner spent the weekend 390 for a three string total was ex- ards' Mr and Mrs. GeorKe Cunningwith his sister Miss Frances Castner peCted t0 knocic 'em high, wide ahfl ham Mr. and Mrs. Everett Humphrey. J
ROCKVILLE
in Boston.
(handsome. But smoke must have Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards,
Guests the holida.v weekend at the
A. E. Winchenbach closed his sum- been in the Don's eye for he managed Mrs Nina Carroll and Mrs. Orra
home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monmer home "Long Acres'' Dutch Neck.' only to get into the fifth berth as he Burns.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will den were Mr. and Mrs. Eino Heikkila
and is at The Whitcomb Farm was also bowling up a bit nearer the
Home for the winter.
top of the heap, but Captain meet Wednesday with Mrs. Arthur and son Thomas of Norwood. Mass,
and Laurie Monden of Whitinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Ludwig returned “Bruiser” Lawry of the Scrappers Walker. Richards Hill.
Miss
Helen
Cripps,
who
is
studying
|
Miss Barbara Grover spent the
home Friday from their annual hunt- was submerged in the bottom of a
art in Portland spent the holiday ( weekend at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ing trip at La Pomkeag Camps in the i barre' of fish skins
This win gives the Scrappers the, weekend with her parents, Mr. and j William O'Jala
Oxbow region, bringing with them a
odd game but rumors are afloat that' Mrs. Ralph Cripps in Simonton. She ' Mr. and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer
nine point buck shot by Mrs. Ludwig.
returned Monday.
j passed Friday with Mr. and Mrs. N.
Mr. and Mrs. K K. Weston. Mrs. the Bearcats still think they are the
Mrs. Lillian Perkins, who visited 1- Edminster in Bangor. They had
J
better
team
and
don't
know
when
Sace Weston and Mrs. Elsie Mank
1 they are licked. Captain Bucky says her daughter, Mrs. Nallie Ballard for 86 weekend guests Miss Nellie F
were Portland visitors yesterday.
that tf he can get his old "smoke ban" two weeks, returned yesterday to , Stevens, superintendent of the State
The Missionary Society of The
(School for Girls in Hallowell and
5 in the grove a few times he ought to Bangor.
First Baptist Church will hold its
Miss Roberta Holbrook has re- iber mother, Mrs. Charlotte Stevens,
up his totals so that he won't be so
annual Christmas party Thursday
much of an “also ran," while Cap- turned to Gorham Normal School to J Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monden had
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Henry
■ tain Bruiser says that Bucky could resume her studies after spending the as dinner guests Thanksgiving Day
Mason.
’ roll the balls till they were square holiday weekend with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Eino Heikkila and son
The assembly exercises at the High , on au sjdes before his team would be Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook.
of .Norwood, Laurie Monden of [
School auditorium this morning, will, tjeaten.
Miss Eva Porter has returned to Whitinsville Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Blom
be in charge of the local Girl Scout ( jt was reported on good authority the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bal- of Ash Point, John Hurmie. Tauna I
Troop.
I that both Captains Lawry and War- lard, having visited her parents at i Hurmie, Miss Eila Hurmie, Herbert
Mrs. John Dolan and son, Darwin i ren were looking for a chance to Hampden over the weekend.
Hurmie, Ida Lehtinen, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Minnie Wellman has employ- \ William O Jala. Helen, Vivian and j
of Bath have been recent guests of
elther the Gander, or the
her mother. Mrs. Mary Achorn.
j Skippers but on being informed of ment at the home of Mr. and Mrs. j Haymond O'Jala.
Miss Virginia Rowe a student at this Qene Hall snorted. "Who ever Edward Auspland while Mr. Auspland
Miss Mabel Oxton who was a surBliss Business College ln Lewiston. I ^ard of them fellers? Tell 'em to go is substituting as teacher at the ®lcaI patient at Knox Hospital, was
1 is visiting at the home of her par- get a reputation."
East Side Primary School.
“able
w*‘ to leave the hospital ~Sunday.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
The score:
Funeral services for Miss Annie
The flrst basketball game of the
Bearcats
Maxine Lowell were held Sunday
FRIENDSHIP
season will be held in the High School warren ................ 74 84 101 259 from the home. Rev. N. F. Atwood of j
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Samplert
53- Preflx. Apart
16-To impair
auditorium Thursday at 7.30 o'clock , gwanson
90 93 83 266 j the Methodist Church officiated and 1 Mrs. Roy Vose of Teel’s Island was
8-Alleges
54- Rupees (abbr.)
20-Dressed logs
when Erskine Academy will meet the ; q smith
92 90 92 274 • Harbor Light Chapter O.ES.. of . a caller last Tuesday in this commun15-Supplicates
55- Portuguese coin
24—A gap in a ridge
local girls' and boys' teams.
F. Johnson .......... 78 87 78 243 which she was a member performed ! ity.
17- Caustic repartee
56- Undressed timber
27- A beverage
18- On the ocean
57- Pronoun
28- Tastes
Guilford
................ 89 83 70 242 j its ritualistic ceremony. The many j Mrs. Lena Delano was recent din19- Edible flesh
88-Bard
30-Full of moisture
Ford-Rowland
--------------- ' beautiful floral offerings bore evi-1 ner guest of her son, Frederick
21- Large mammal of
61-Stake in cards
33- Makes a mistake
I An attractive wedding was solem423 437 424 1284 dence of the love and esteem in which Felker.
South America
63- Heavenly body
34- Ascend
22- Oacillate
64- Penetrate
Scrappers
35- Sagacious
1 nized Nov. 10 at the home of Mr. and
I she was held. Interment was in Sea ; Charles Grant and family passed
23- A heroic poem
66-Cog-whegl
36- A fuel
........... 84 74 83 2411 View cemetery. The bearers were lhe ’weekend in Bangor.
Mrs. A. P. Jackson of Feyler's corner E. Lawry
25- Prefix. Half
68— A rodent
37- Making amends for
.............. 87 92 93 272 i Maynard Erickson, Russell Thurston. 1 Miss Myrtle Fisk made a recent ,
where Mrs. Margaret B. Rowland wa<s Thomas
26- A fish
69- One who cures hides 39- Stop
27- A serpent
71-Enlivena
40- Not public
S united in marriage to Warren C. A Lawry .............. 79 103 88 270 William Ingraham and A. Burton visit here on business.
29-Cut down, as grass
A gift shower was given Wednesday
73- Flapped, as sails
42-Place for storing
Poole ...... ............ 97 87 81 2651 Stevenson, Jr.
A Ford by Rev. C. V. Overman.
31- Municipai Police
74- An insect (pl.)
fodder
92 70 104 266 j Teachers of the Baptist Sunday' night to Mrs. Violet Richards at the
Si The bride was given in marriage V. Johnson
(abbr.)
44- Floor covering (pl.)
VERTICAL
--------------------- I School and others interested in the | home of her mother. Mrs. Ethel De32- Railroad (abbr.)
9 by her mother. The bridal party con45- Ever (eontr.)
33- High priest (Bible)
1- Tormentors
47- A toothed wheel
439 426 449 1314 j work of the School will meet Friday lano. Guests numbering 44 were
€ sisted of Miss Joyce Ludwig, ring
34- Capable
2- Result
48- Noblewoman
S bearer; Mrs. Gladys Harjula. matron
night at the home of Ray Easton, present from Rockland, Rockport,
35- Very small
3- Rob
51-Ocean
Limerock
street
for
a
study
period
Cushing,
Waldoboro,
East
Friendship
of honor; and A. P. Jackson, best
PORI CLYDE
4- Waiter
36- Make ready
53-Partner
38-Being one of three
5- Electrical Engineer 56- lnclines
S man. Mrs. Louise F. Jackson played
and prayer circle.
as well as several from this commun
equal parts
(abbr.)
57- Aver
A marriage of Interest took place ity. Music and songs were furnished
A Lohengrin's "Wedding March.” and The newly married couple, Mr. and
40- By
6- Butt
59- Volcano In Siciliy
A Mrs. Katharine Ludwig sang "The Mrs. Clyde Stanley are passing the Sunday night at the Baptist par by the Crockett brothers, while re
41- Agitates
7- Sheer 1
60- Canvas shelter
43- Farm animal
A Sweetest Story Ever Told." Refresh- winter with Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses sonage when Miss Glenys Louise freshments and games were also pro
9-Senior (abbr.)
62- A beverage
44- Stop
10- Place
63- A food-fish
€ ments were served. The house was Davis.
Collins became the bride of George vided. A variety of useful presents
46-Small bone
11- A Greek letter (pl.) 65-Steep, as flax
A prettily decorated with evergreen and News has oeen received of the Levi Morton. Both are residents of delighted Mrs. Richards.
49- Dexterity
12- Twisted hemp
67-Tear
this
town.
The
groom
is
the
son
of
A 1 'mums.
50- Serf
13- Time-aervers
70-Preflx. Backward
death Saturday of Mrs. Clara F.
52-Portion
9; Guests from Orrington. Rockland,
72-Muaical note
14- StreakedClark in Somerville, Mass. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. George Morton and the
8'Matinieus and Waldoboro were pres- Clark was the widow of Wallace bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vinalhaven & Rockland
(Solution to previous puzzle)
A! ent.
Steamboat Company
Clark and was a native of this com Fred Collins. Rev. John W. Hyssong
ST.
GEORGE
officiated using the single ring
ROCKLAND
munity.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons spent service. Congratulations and best
•Service To:
Henry Ewell, C. A. Hilt, Julian I
wishes are extended the young couple.
the past week in Attleboro. Mass.
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
Hawkin and Russell Thomas returned
Guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
O.
Hei

STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Miss Margaret Lewis and Mr. and
Sunday from a hunting trip down
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
Mrs. Alfred Puller entertained last stad for Thanksgiving were Mr. and
FRENCHBORO
east.
Tuesday. Those present were Fred Mrs. Trygve Heistad and daughter
Selma
Roberta
of
Augusta,
and
Miss
Carl Skoglund and Stein Skoglund
WINTER SERVICE
Waldo and Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Prince
Mina E. Tower of North Adams,
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
went Saturday to New Jersey where
of Camden.
(Subject to change without notice) Stein has employment.
Mass., and Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and son WoodMr. and Mrs. Adrian Kinney and
row of Thomaston visited recently
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
family of Lisbon Falls spent Thanks
at the home of Mrs. R. D. Seavey.
Expert Radio Repair
A, M.
P. M. giving with Mrs. Kinney's parents,
Miss Elsie Lowell and Miss Helen
AU makes radio receivers
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
Capt. and Mrs. Ardie Thomas.
Anthony spent Thanksgiving with
Work Guaranteed
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Darold Hocking was home from
Tubes Tested Free
7.30 Lv, North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
The Morning AfterTaking Mrs. Vere Crockett in Rockport.
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45 Hebron Academy for the holiday with Mrs. J. C. Robinson. Mrs. Jen
Rev. and Mrs. John Holman were
MAINE
MUSIC
CO.
Carters Little Liver Pills hosts Saturday to Charlie and Laurie
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30 weekend.
Member of Radio Mfgrs- Service
kins was guest of Mrs. Emma Gil
it?
124-tf
136-tf
Mrs. Ada Jenkins spent Friday chrest on Thanksgiving.
Taylor.

Bobtails were lucky to get away with
only a small portion of their caudal
appendage missing. It was on the
last string that the Cats slipped,
for up to that time there was only
a fivepin difference in the totals.
“Wytn’’ Guilford who proved a
holy terror last week for the Bobtails. was on the tobaggan, for each
string he rolled was less than the
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Every-Other-Day

Gene Hall Improves
Even If He Doesn’t Finish

Eighth

In

a

Field

of

Eight

The Tea That’s Tuned
To Tempt Your Taste

Waldoboro Product

"SALAD!
TEA,

New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century

Don't Worry!

Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFarland re

Morse’s' Sauerkraut turned to New Harbor Friday after
Factory Very Busy Half spending two weeks with Mrs. McFar

Of the Year

ive

GROSS NECK

Virgil

One of the busiest places ln North
Waldoboro from October until May
SALADA TEA gives you satisfac
each year is the sauerkraut factory
where the famous Waldoboro sauer
tion by the cupful. It excels in
kraut is made. The owner of the
flavor — in aroma — in color — in
factory ls Virgil Morse who is as
sisted ln his work by his son Virgil.
every test of fine quality. Learn
Jr. Mr. Morse, Sr., although now a
resident of Waldoboro, was born and
how GOOD tea can be — buy
spent his childhood at Washington.
He was the son of the late Walter A
Morse who was prominent in Wash
ington town and civic affairs.
Mr. Morse, after his marriage to |
Lydia Burnheimer of North Waldo
boro, purchased the farm at Waldo
boro adjoining that of his father
and began to raise vegetables. Being
of German descent and like most
Germans being partial to cabbage
and sauerkraut, he soon began rais
ing more cabbage and less other vege
tables.
He then conceived the idea of
raising cabbage on a larger scale to
sell and also to make into sauer
421
kraut. In 1913 he started his present
business by using an old fashioned
homemade kraut knife and making
Spring will probably find them again
14 barrels of sauerkraut which found
on the island.
a steady sale at Waldoboro and sur
Mrs. Daniel Stevens is visiting the
rounding towns. Each year found
Singers on Manarra for a few days
his business increasing until now in
before embarking for Boothbay Har
stead of making the kraut by hand,
bor to stay with friend6.
The Ooose leads off,
he has a power machine to take care
Sanborn wlll follow
Grimes ls next
of the large amount of cabbage which
To get beat "all hollow”
VINAL HAVEN
he raises. From a small tonnage
Shields comes up with a mighty swing
And Llttlefleld the anchor'll bring.
raised in the flrst year of his busi
The sum of $500 was netted by the
ness. he has increased the acreage
The Skippers hand Is on the tiller.
The P M . he ls Just a filler,
Lions Club from the Mask Ball at
until he now raises between 50 and i
Peterson ls out for smokes
Each time he puffs, poor Grlmesy choke®. Memorial hall Thanksgiving night.
60 tons of cabbage, nearly all of
Barney sometimes ls a dud
which is cut into kraut.
Music was furnished by Staffys Or
While Oeno's anchor's in the mud
The power machine which Mr
The score:
chestra. First prizes were awarded
Morse uses is capable of cutting 100
Ganders
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughty. Mr.
pounds of cabbage per minute. In
98 96 109 303
“Goose" Arey
Doughty represented a "Mechanical
October the cabbages are cut from
263
82
84
87
Sanborn ....
Man" and Mrs. Daughty the Empire ’
the stalks in the field and trucked
Grimes ...... ........... 77 94 91 262
State
building.
Second
ladles
’
prize
to the building where they are closely
95
286
85 106
Shields
....
trimmed until the heads are perfectly
Littlefield ..... ........... 78 82 86 246 went to Betty Brown, dressed as,
free from all dark colored leaves,
“Sonja Henie.” second mens prize—!
then they are packed in the cellars
420 461 468 1349 Hossil Burgess, Jr.( as Jug Head.
until ready to be cut up.
Skippers
Door awards were won bv Beulah;
The process of cutting the cabbage
“Skip" Arey .......... 82 111 105 298 Gilschrlst and Everett Tolman.
is an interesting one. The clean
Drew .......... .......... 83 91 100 279
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs spent
heads are put into the tray of the
85 95 88 263 Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Peterson .....
machine, the bottom of which ls
86 90 95 271
Erickson ....
Coe In Boonton. N. J., enroute to Cal
steel knives which revolve and cut
Hall ............ ........... 75 85 85 245 ifornia. where they will pass the
each head as it drops upon them
winter with relatives.
The knives can be adjusted to cut
416 472 473 1361
Barbara Brown and Hester Browr.;
flne or coarse.
Sensing Mrs. Housewife's prefer customers that selected, graded po
who passed the holiday with their
As the cabbage is cut Into shreds,
MONHEGAN
parents Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Brown, ence for attractively packaged and tatoes are available. This all ties it falls into a long wooden bin and
in with the newspaper and radio ad from there is put into barrels together
Mrs. Maynard Orne and scfrt' have returned to Rockport where they trade-marked food products, retail
vertising that is going out through I with a small amount of salt to each
stores
and
chain
stores
everywhere
are
students
at
Ballard's
Business
Phillip returned last Tuesday from
78 leading papers and 15 radio sta j barrel. And therein lies the secret
east
of
the
Mississippi
River
are
tak

School.
Rockland after three weeks' visit with
The Senior Class netted $20 from ing advantage of the promotion of tions.
of good or bad sauerkraut. With too
Mrs. Ruth Brackett.
Retailers have been surprisingly much salt the kraut will not “make."
genuine State of Maine potatoes.
Miss Gladys Hutchins, a junior In Its recent public supper.
Particularly indicative of this is and gratifyingly generous with their j with too little lt will soften up and
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Bennett of
Thomaston High School, passed the
the demand for the lovable Maine Po praise of this display, the Maine De 1 be unfit to use. After the barrels are
holiday with her parents, Mr. and Heron Neck Light had as guests
velopment Commission said. One
filled with the cabbage and salted.
Thanksgiving Day Mr. and Mrs. tato Boy display which is illustrated
Mrs. Harrison Hutchins.
above. To date cver 14.000 sets of these lyrical grocer described the Boy as | they are covered and weighted to
Philip
Bennett
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Burton, with
displays have been ordered which "looking as though he had just allow the cabbage to ferment under
their two children, returned last Edward Ames.
means that more than 66.000 pieces stepped out of one of Whittier's pressure.
•’
Mrs. Charles Webster entertained
Tuesday from a week's stay in Thom
are now in circulation. They grace poems."
When the barrels of shredded cab
Bridge
Eight
last
night
at
her
home.
aston.
The potato campaign is well under
store windows, counters, and islands.
bage are ready to "work off." the
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss ElizaMr. and Mrs. Harrison Hutchins
Window streamers featuring the way and growers and shippers are temperature of the room and cellar
hostesses otficIal blue wbite, and red State of optimistic that better prices and sales
have returned from three weeks' visit beth Weiderhold were
Thanksgiving Day to Mrs. Albert Maine potato trade-mark, to the to- will result. Photo Gratis—Dick Reed. is kept about 60 or 65 degrees. In
in Boston and Kennebunk.
order to produce the best kraut, care
Wooster and Mr. and Mrs. Freeman tai of 26.400 are also announcing to Maine Development Commission.
Mrs. Jay Connaway and daughter
must be taken to have an even tem
L. Roberts.
are in Meriden. Conn., until after the
perature to keep the cabbage steadily
Mrs.
Mary
Smith
recently
enter

holiday season.
NORTH HAVEN
working until it ls cured sufficiently
UNION
tained at afternoon tea, Mrs. Elliot
Extensive road work including wid
to be eaten.
Hall as guest of honor, Mrs. Mary
Mrs.
Herman Crockett spent
Farmers have been fortunate in
ening and blasting out rock is being
Mr. Morse now has a market for
L. Arey, Mrs. Leigh Williams, Mrs.
Thanksgiving with friends in Vinal
having favorable weather for fall
done under the supervision of H. W.
his kraut all over Maine as well as
Mary Tolman and Mrs. Ruth Arey.
Haven.
work. Residents here remark that
Stanley, road commissioner.
In other states. He sells in large or
The Pythian Sisters held roll call
Mrs. David Anderson returned Sat they have never noticed so much
small quantities according to the de
Miss Natalie Orne was home from
urday from Lisbon Falls where she I plowing as is being done this season. Wednesday night along wnth an in sire of his customer. Mr. Morse at
Rockland to pass the holiday with
was guest the past week of Mr. and j Mrs. Augusta Mink attended the teresting program of music and read tributes hls success to the fact that
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
ings arranged by the committee of
Mrs. Edward White.
, funeral services for Mrs. Jerusha
he aims to produce quality as well
Orne. Miss Mary Sullivan, a class
which Mrs. Ida Dyer was chairman.
Capt.
Frank
Rossiter
of
Camden
gargent
of
Stickney
Corner.
as quanity and plans to have all
mate of Miss Orne, is her house guest.
Alter partaking of cake and ice
visited relatives in town the past
Dr. C. F. French, veterinarian of
orders filled from strictly fresh cut
Lobstermen are preparing tor Dec.
cream,
the
members
and
guests
en

week.
Rockland was called here Saturday
cabbage. The marketing end of the
1 when they will put over their traps,
joyed games and a social period.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland and Miss : to treat a horse for William Sayward.
business is in charge of Virgil, Jr.,
as the law is off on that date. Lob
Mrs. William Hopkins went Friday
Mrs.
Annie
Butler
spent
Thanks

Frances
McArthur
have
returned
to
who is kept busy filling orders.
sters are cheap now but regardless
to Stafford Springs. Conn., to visit
giving with her sister in Portland.
The factory is located near the
of that, the men intend taking ad Boston.
her daughter Mrs. Joel Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ames and
Waldo-Washington town line on
At the meeting of Ocean Bound
vantage of what good weather there
A painting bee was held Friday by
Rebekah Lodge last Tuesday night Clarence Leonard and family passed a group of 14 Grangers and the hall route 220 and Mr. Morse 1s glad to
is.
Miss Beatrice Hutchins has re flve candidates received the degree the holiday with friends at Mt. Ver which this order recently bought re have anyone call and inspect It. The
land on which the cabbage is now
turned from six weeks' stay with her and a covered dish supper followed non.
ceived a coat of white paint
Abdon Davis who has been ill
grown was a part of the old Wincathe ceremonies.
grandparents ln Kennebunkport.
W. S. Hopkins and Herman Crock
W
’
ith
pneumonia
was
taken
Friday
to
paugh homestead which was settled
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas White are
Mrs. Avis Johnson has returned
ett were business visitors Friday in
between 1635-75 by German Immi
in Camden with their son James to to Boston having been guest of Mr. Knox Hospital.
Rockland.
Miss Inez Butler who has been
grants from Broad Bay, as Waldoboro
• • • •
consult a physician about a possible and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett over the hol
employed ln South Union is at her
was then called.
Quinn-Ames
fracture of the latter's collar bone iday.
—Kennebec Journal.
C. Bonney Quinn of Eagle Island
sustained last Tuesday.
Ladies of the G.A.R. meet Friday. home here.
Mrs.
Cassie
Paul
and
Miss
Agnes
and
Miss
Lucy
E.
Ames
of
this
town
Miss Charlotte Stanley has been
De Valois Commander. KT., will
staying with relatives in Northeast confer the Red Cross degree Friday Robbins of Appleton called Saturday were united in marriage Nov. 21 in
MICKIE SAYS —
on friends here.
Harbor.
Waterville by Rev. T. M. Griffiths,
night on one candidate.
Mrs.
Bertha
Bryant
attended
the
a former pastor of the Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stevens have
At Union Church vestry a farewell
th’ boss set. he!s Glad he
returned nome, Mrs. Stevens having party was given last Friday to funeral services Sunday for Miss in Camden and a particular friend of
LIVES IU A CITY SMALL EUUFF
spent the past summer with her par Mrs. Elliot Hall by the choir and Annie Maxine Lowell in Rockport. the bridegroom. Rev. Mr. Griffiths
THAT TW' REAPERS ALL TAKE
ents. Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Beal of other departments of the Church. Mrs. Emma Ryan is boarding with is now instructor in Colby College.
AU IUTEREST lUTH'TOWU
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
White Head Light Station.
Mr. Luncheon was served and this pro the Ware sisters for the winter.
UEWSPAPER AU' BOOST FOR tT
Earle
Sayward
and
family
of
Rock

and Mrs. Clyde Ames a graduate of
AUP HE SEX HE'P UOT TRADE
6tevens was substitute keeper at Port gram presented: Soprano solo. Ruth
Places with aut big erry
land Head Light during the fall for Brown: reading. Georgie Roberts, land were holiday dinner guests of North Haven High School, and assist
EOITOR WHOSE OULY euAUCETO
Capt. F. O. Hilt and Robert T. Ster tenor solo, Horace Sanders; duets. his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. ant in the local telephone exchange.
GET AUT RESPOUSE FROM MIS
ling.
The groom is boatman for Mrs.
Flavilla A. Anderson and Dorothy Sayward.
REAPERS IS TO PURPOSELY
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvah
E.
Ames
enter

Dwight W. Morrow, having succeeded
PUBLISH THIUGS TO MAKE'EM
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Remick Cobb. Flora Brown and Beulah Gil
SORE, SO THEV'tL WRITE
(June Brackett) have returned from christ; tenor solo, H. L. Coombs; tained a large gathering of relatives the late Floyd Duncan.
After a brief wedding trip. Mr. and
a week's visit with Lorimer Brackett contralto solo, Blanche Kittredge; Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe had as Mrs. Quinn returned here last Tues
in New York. While in that citv selections by the choir, accompanist
they also visited Mrs. Harriet Rankin, Mrs. Hall. Rev’Arthur Leigh pastor quests Thursday Mrs. Howe s father day by plane, and are occupying for
Lester Bernstein and several other gave a few remarks. The program Abner Griffin. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph the present the Mary Brown house.
summer residents of this commun was followed by two skits entitled: Williams, a friend from Massachu
fame'
ity. The couple will pass several “The Doctor" and "The Duke;" under setts and Miss Louise Newbert.
[For The Courier-Gazette)
weeks on the island this season.
He wrote a classic poem.
direction of Mrs. Cora Peterson. In
The subject was sublime.
The Happy Hour Sewing Club behalf of the choir and other de
ASH POINT
The rhetoric was perfect
And metrical the rhyme
meets Wednesday night at Mrs. Har partments of the church Mrs. Hall
So finely was lt written,
rison Hutchins.'
was presented a handsome hand bag Guests at Thanksgiving dinner at
The critics claimed lt good.
It was laid upon the table
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Pyle are in and large sura of money in token of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Unread—not understood.
Tucson, Arizona, after a visit with her work for several years as or Dyer were Mr. and Mrs. Lonwood
He wrote a simple little song
the E. J. Bristrams of Taos, N. M.
ganist. Mrs. Hall and sons David and Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette,
Not very deep, but witty;
Broadcast, lt soon was on the air
Snow has not yet reached the Dauglass went Saturday to Ridge Mrs. Ella Hare, Frances Dyer and
And sung In every city
island. Flowers are still in bloom wood, N. J. where Mr. Hall has em Maurice Harvey. In the evening the
It caught the public fancy
With Its snap, up to the minute;
and the thermometer stays high.
ployment. Mrs. Hall will be greatly group attended the revival services
Just a Jazzy bit of swing time,
With catchy rhythm in It.
Mr. anti Mrs. Eugene Mazzaline missed in church activities as well as at the Community Building in
Elizabeth O. Marsh
eM in Winsted, Conn., for the winter. In all musical circles of the town.
Rockland.
Rockland

Apparently the threat of an uncon
ditional release put Gene Hall on hls
mettle, for In hls last effort with the
doughty Skippers against their heat
ed (hated, spelled with an e) rivals,
the Old Maestro came through with
a pretty fair string even lf he did
finish eighth in a field of eight.
The weekly shootfest was changed
to Monday evening and evidently the
change did the Skippers good, for
after losing the first string by four
pins they took the next two, even if
by narrow margins. All in all it wa.,
one of the best matches that the two
teams have ever rolled, the issue be
ing in doubt until the very last, and
at no time was there so much differ
ence between the two teams but what
a spare or two would have changed
the result.
The Old Goose managed to get
back Into the lead-off position oy
virtue of a five-pin lead over his op
ponent "Skip" Arey, but the Skip
snatched the honors for the high
single, toy a scant two timbers.
The Postmaster staged a healthy
comeback, and it was his substantial
lead over Link Sanborn that really
decided the outcome. Link was
struggling all the evening, ending by
being a fraction off from his 85
average.

Page F

land's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz and
granddaughter Miss Marie Waltz,
passed Thanksgiving Day with Mr.
and Mrs. Millard Hoak at Winslow's
Mills.
Miss Blanche Gross of North New
castle is visiting her uncle and aunt
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele. Misses j
Addie Geele and Elizabeth Geele and !
Benjamin Geele were guests Thanks
giving Day of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl
at Broad Cove.
Mrs. Dexter Gross visited Sunday
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gard
ner Gross of West Waldoboro.
Woodrow Simmons was a Rockland
visitor recently.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner, daughter
Esther and son Melvin are passing a
few days with Mrs. Irvine Condon and
Mrs. Fred Libby of Thomaston.
Mr. and IMrs. Dewey Winchenbach
of West Waidoboro spent Friday eve
ning. iih Mr. and Mrs. William Gross.
Miss Villa Stahl of Broad Cove was
a visitor Friday at the home of Mrs.
Eldora Gross.
Harry Creamer spent a day recently
with Mr. and Mrs. John Johannison
cf West Waldoboro.
Lewis Havener of Bremen and
Thomas Brown of the village have

It’ll start
with AMOCO
“
AMERICAN

.1

Special Winter

Quality

been recent callers at Melvin Genth a visit Sunday at the home of Mr.
ner's.
and Mrs Alfred Waltz.
Mrs. Percy French of West Waldo
boro was a recent caller on friends in
WE BUY
this place.
Clarence Richards was a Damari
AND SILVER
scotta visitor recently.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Mrs. Charles Kaler and Mrs. Aaron
JEWELER
Nash of West Waldctooro and Mrs
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mertie Booth of Kaler's Corner made

OLD

GOLD

and the
proof of

NATION-WIDE
VALUES i

fS THE MONEY K

YOU SAVE fi
NOV 29 . DEC 4

•/HIT? HCUSE

COFFEE
. HO -

Ap
XwC

1 LB
-CONOMY PKC

.

.

IDE—CU. ant SAUCER

OATS

.

LGE 27c

.

.

pkc

A..GLC
12 OZ
TIN

CORNED BEEF

21c

DIAMOND

^y- «• u

2

SPAGHETTI

cans

MATCHES

25

6

ORMEl

SPICED HAM

.

.

12 oz
CAN

.

.

LGE
CAN

or
35c
17<

kt

INfy M

.

8EEF STEW

27c

BOXES

k.

/. xLLEY

5WEET MIXED PICKLES

RED LABEL SA™ A

QT JAR

27c

PKG1

41 c

.

BROWN LABEL “wT

*
L-B 35c
PKG

DUNHAM'S— MOIS1

COCOANUT

3 OZ
CANS

.

19c

STALEY'-

STALEY'S CUBE STARCH

2

.

,

WONDER-FIL LEMON PIE FILLING .

i

POMPEIAN PURE OLIVE OIL

pkgB10c

.

CREAM CORN STARCH

.

PKGS

i/i

19c

PINT CA

2

■

31c

PKGS ?

7«

MITH'S

1 lB
PKG'

WHOLE GREEN PEAS.............................

OXOL

.

.

.

RINSO

.

.

.

RINSO

.

.

PINT
BOTS

25

LGE21IC
PKG

SMALL
PKG

.

Sunshine
(T&QCPS
SMALL AND CRISP

SERVE

with

soups

COZktailS

9c

19c

Bn

SJNSHINE

rt

SUNSHINE

CHOCOLATE crowns

LIFEBUOY SOAP

4

bars

25c

CHOCOLATE COVEBED
MARSHMAllow COOKIES
WITH JELLY CENTER

ib.2I'
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DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

Married Fifty Years

For Mayor

Atlantic Couple Well Known
Charles M. Richardson

Occasion

Ward One

Alderman—Arthur W. Gray.
School Committee—Clara T. Curtis.
Warden—Fred W. Gray.
Ward Clerk—Mary Sylvester.
Ward Two

Alderman—John T. Perry.
School Committee—Bernice Staples.
Warden—Albert Cables.
Ward Clerk—G. Sheldon Gray.
Ward Three

Alderman—Janies P. Kent.
School Committee—Vivian
Hewett.
Warden—Lola M. Smith.
Ward Clerk—Alice Luke.

F.

Ward Four

Alderman—Raymond C. Perry.
School
Committee—Harold
E
Coombs.
Warden—Frank L. Newbert.
Ward Clerk—Josephine P Scho
field.
Ward Five

Alderman—Wm. J. Sullivan.
School Committee—Flora Mer
chant.
Warden—Bernice A. Hatch.
Ward Clerk—Lura F. Doherty.
Ward Six
Alderman—Marcellus M. Condon.
School Committee—Edith Atwood.
Warden—Leroy A. Watson.
Ward Clerk—Janet W. Tait.
Ward Seven

Alderman—Russell Bartlett.
School Committee—Ethel B. Con
non.
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
Waid Clerk—Dorothy M Baxter.

Sleeplessness
Steals Beauty
Lack of sleep frequently etches need
less lines into beautiful faces. Need
less, because sleeplessness is often
caused by constipation, as are also loss
of appetite, mental dullness, nervous
ness, the aggravation of skin blemishes.
Keep regular. Don’t let more than a
day go by without proper elimination.
I'se Dr. Edwards* Olive Tablets. This
famous laxative lias been the choice of
millions of people during a generation.
It does not shock the intestinal system.
Also, it stimulates the liver’s secretion
of bile without the discomfort of drastic
or irritating drugs. Get Dr. Edwards’
Olive Tablets at your druggist. 15f,
30c and 60c everywhere.

WED.-THURS.
X

Obey that impulse

That's what Angel d:df

'"rS,

„Et

rnS**

....

J

Treat Colds
This PROVED Way

Here Celebrate the Happy

Of Ward Three

WARREN

When a cold strikes . . .
don't take needless risks

The Woman's Club meets Thursday
night, each member requested to take
a ten cent gift for the Christmas tree,
which will be part of the program,
and which is in charge of Mrs. Flora
I Peabody, Mrs. Edith Spear Mrs. Ella
Cunningham, Miss Hilda Aspey and I
Mrs. Alice Cook. A short entertain! ment will be presented and light rei lreshments served.

Every-Other-Day
"J."11.. OTI MBBUS..... "'I : 28L ...

In Everybody’s Column

HOUSE FOR SALE
One of the best places in Rockland for the

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small words
to a line.

money.

The 50th wedding anniversary of
Modern in every way. Hot water heat.
♦
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Joyce was
Electric lights. Fine bath room. New garage.
celebrated at their home in Atlantic
H,*,,***»*******««**»**«*«*«*««*«*«»»*»**«*l^
HY experiment? Vicks Vapo able as VapoRub starts working
Big lot, plenty chance for garden.
Newly
Rub has been doubly proved direct through the skin like a poul
last Wednesday. Mr and Mrs. Joyce
POULTRY wantad, top prices paid. I.
tice.
At
the
same
time,
its
medi

for you ... proved by everyday use
. POUST. 91 No. Main St, Tel 41-J.
shingled and painted.
Small amount down.
are lifelong residents of Atlantic and
in more homes than any other cated vapors — released by the
A joint meeting of the Union and
139*144
medication of its kind; further warmth of the body—are carried
Easy Monthly payments.
Warren grade teachers will be held at
attended school together.
proved by the largest clinical tests direct to the irritated air-passages
j YOUNO WOMAN wanted for book3.30 Friday at the home of Mr. and
j keeping and sales work.
State age,
ever made on colds. (See full de with every breath.
Mr. Joyce has followed the sea for
This double action loosens
i experience and salary expected. A. B. care
tails in each VapoRub package.)
Now is the time to buy a house when you can
,
Mrs.
Frank
D.
Rowe.
Each
teacher
years, being a lobster fisherman, and
I The Courier-Gazette_____________ 143*145
Only Vicks give phlegm — relieves irritation and
I will give a brief report of a profescoughing—helps break local con
j
you such proof.
buy at these prices. See me today. Tel. 430.
is a highly re&petted citizen, holding
MAN WANTED TO ACT as direct rep
t,J VapoRub is the gestion.
I sional book.
resentative for reliable Nursery firm
office as one of the town's selectmen
Repeat treatment at bedtime.
✓-/-^.direct external
! All fruit trees, roses, etc., completely
W. H. SPEAR.
After restful sleep comes.VapoRub
JlV i 'fltreat raent. No
Knox Pomona Grange will meet
for a number of years.
I guaranteed. Investment or experience
keeps right on working, hour after
unnecessary Pay weekly. CONNECTI
Saturday with Goodwill Grange in
Mrs. Joyce, who was Etta StockIlf'
hour. Often.
CUT VALLEY NURSERIES Manches■nBnHUMHtfSI *r. Conn
,43--,
South Warren.
Simply massage it on the throat, by morning ’
bridge. is highly respected in the
the worst of
chest, and back (as illustrated'.
WOMAN with school girl wishes po
A
stated
meeting
of
Ivy
Chapter,
community and is a member of the
the
cold
is
Relief starts almost at once. You
sition ln small family or widower's home
VapoRub
Baptist Church and Ladies' Aide.
OES.. will be held Friday night.
begin to feel warm and comfort over.
MRS SARGENT, 19 Purchase St.
CAMDEN
________________________ _________ 142*144
CUSHING
Twenty-four deer have been shot
The couple have three children liv
MALE. INSTRUCTION. Reliable man
ing, and flve grandchildren. Twentyhere. Hunters who were fortunate
William Gove and Arthur Gove of , to take up Air Conditioning and ElecH. L. Killeran picked dandelion
returned Sunday to Buckfield, Mr. last week were: Lloyd Billings, a doe;
seven relatives and friends attended
THOMASTON
Rrooklinp Mass have been recent lVC Befr,8eratlon Prefer men now emblossoms the past week and the Brookline, Mass, nate Deen recent | ployed and mechanically inclined, with
Johnson motoring here for her.
George Dow. a buck; Carl Oxton. a
’the occasion. The program:
flowers looked as fresh and large as guests of their aunt, Mrs. George I f?‘r education and willing to train spare
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Kalloch
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Sawyer
and
time to become experts ln Installation
Opening prayer by Warren Staples
doe; Lawrence Weaver, a buck 8
Mixer,
and service work as well as planning,
song. “Memories.’ by Luella Board-'Portland •Pent the weekend with son Carleton spent the weekend in points; and Maurice Crockett, a doe. they do in the spring.
estimating,
etc. Write giving age, pres
U.
D.
Chandler
was
in
East
Union
Mrs.
L.
S.
Miller
is
confined
to
her
ent occupation. UTILITIES INST . care
man; readings by Lena Torrey. Marne bis Parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D Brunswick with Mr. Sawyer's sister
Sunday night's wind uprooted the
The
Courier-Gazette.
143*145
Saturday
on
business.
Joyce. Mertie Colberth. Seth Stock-i Kalloch.
Mrs. Errol Buker.
willow by the village tennis court, home with double pneumonia.
Miss
Mary
E.
Btown
was
in
Au
OLD DOLLS wanted, any over 40 years
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McFarland,
bridge and Hazel Staples; story, by
Miss Jfaxine Barry. R. Naand her
M‘ss Frances H Babb who was doing much damage to the court.
old; also old glass goblets, wlll pay $2
gusta over the holiday.
each for Lion pattern. 3 frosted lion
Warren Staples.
sister. Miss Jane Barry returned holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph
Mr. and Mrs.___
Christian Brix of Mr and Mrs. M. F. McFarland and
Miss Mary Barnes has returned to faces on base; old clocks, mirrors. Cur
A very nice letter from Rev. and Sunday to New London, Conn., after Crawford went Saturday to South j Westbrook were weekend guests of son Stanton of New Harbor were
rier Ives pictures, old gold key wind or
case watches' will pay”Js to
callers Saturday at B. S. Geyer's. Lynn, Mass., after a visit with her hunting
Mrs. Oeorge Bailey was read Sing- spending the holiday with their Berwick where she visited Mr. and i Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weaver.
for watches tn gold. Write what
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Barnes. 135
Mrs. H. A. Wood leaving there Sun
you
have
to Collector. Box 635. Rockland
ing was enjoyed by all. Presentation mother Mrs. Ellen Barry,
Callers Saturday afternoon at the
Mrs. L, B. Ulmer was hostess to
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Hutchings have
143-146
of gifts was made by Seth Stockbridge , The meeting and election of offl- day for Springfield, Vt., to resume home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robin the Helpful club at its recent meet
returned from a short stay in Belfast.
teaching.
including a purse of money. Many cers of Mayflower Temple. Pythian
son were. Miss Una Clark and Miss ing. Mr. Homer Marshall is to en
The public is invited to a recital ?
Miss Helmi Johnson, who spent the MurW chase of Augusta, Mrs Nenie tertain this week.
gifts and cards were received from sisters will be held Friday night in
Friday at 8 o'clock in the Episcopal
past
tea
weeks
with
her
mother
wen.
an(
j
Miss
Myrtle
Reever
and
♦
relatives and friends who were unable K p hall. Supper will be served at
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Parish House, given by the piano ♦
Sunday to New York city to resume Dora Spear of Waldoboro.
to attend.
A.
Rivers
were
their
son
Wendall
6 oclock by Mrs. Kathleen Studley.
and vccal pupils of Mrs. Ruth
Refreshments of delicious wedding Mrs. Alcada Libby and Mrs. Ada studies at Miss Cook's Secretarial
• • • •
and Mrs. Rivers of Portland and Thomas
___ _ Coliemer.
AUTOMOBILE for sale. Sedan ln flne
cake and ice cream were served. Beattie. Those not solicited are asked School.
.
I condition
Tires almost new. Must be
Word has been received here of the their son William of Quincy. Mass..
Miss
Viola
Mank
Of
Rockland
was
'
sold at once Wonderful trade
Price
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Horsley
who
Everyone enjoyed a delightful eve to take sweets.
death Nov. 1 in Norway of A. O. Visitors there previously were Mrs. guest Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and $200
MRS
EVELYN McKUSIC, Tel
43O
j have been occupying the Fogarty
143-tf
ning and wished the couple many
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. house on Water street for the past Johnson. Mr. Johson. a Norwegian, Rivers' sister, Mrs. Townsend Mr. IMrs. Clifton Blike.
more years of happy married life.
„
I GREEN Hard Mountain wood for sale,
who had returned to his native land, and Mrs. Merrill Lee. son Richard of
Alonzo Thompson were Mr. and
Mrs. Clara Thorndike of Damari-' 87.50 junks; $8 fitted; si ft. del. hasfive years, have removed to the up
Those attending were: Mr. and Mrs
M
gUSU
„
Mr
,^
S
?
°
'
5c
°
“
a
has
been
recent
guest
of
Mr.
| KELL BROS' 45 80 Maln 8t "
was
formerly
tailor
in
Boston.
Thom

Mrs. Arthur Leavitt of Whitinsville. stairs apartment in Mr. Horsley's
Walter Joyce. Mr. and Mrs. Seth
aston and Warren, and had made hurst (Sara Young) of Brockton and Mrs. Arthur Barnes.
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs George Thomp old home also on Water street.
Stockbridge. Mr. and Mrs. Herman
,
i FOUR STEERS
three heifers (all
many friends here. He leaves two Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
son and children. Richard. Ralph, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Libbey and Herefords). also two good horses, for
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson, who
Staples and family. Mr. and Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. Irville Spear of Hathorne of Thomaston.
Anna of Livermore Falls, and Mr.
granddaguhter.
Barbara
Bun-age
!,le
iIRS
F
°
JAMESON
' Warr«.144
were guests of Supt. and Mrs. F. L.
Carrol Boardman and family. Mr. and I
Woburn Mass., and Mrs. Helen Ring
Leon Ames is at home from Magee have been visiting Edward Libbey at j
and Mrs. Harry Creamer of Orff's
S. Morse for the holiday recess, and
| SEWING THREAD—Ideal for Home
Mrs. Warren Staples. Mr. and Mrs. Corner.
of Somerville. Mass., and a grand Island where he has had employ Winthrop.
Use. Twenty tubes ot assorted colors.
their daughter. Miss Lois, who has
Roscoe Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
...
__
,
_
.1
Thirty cents prepaid
NELSON *
ment for the past few years. His son
Miss Oenevieve Bradlee has re* been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl daughter.
Mr. and Mrs David Langman have markham Dept. c East Hamptom
Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Joyce
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Howard of Robert Ames and bride are now in returned from New York city where Conn
_________________ 144*148
Mr and Mrs James Sprague Mrs sumed studies at Bryant & Stratton chaples meantime, returned Sunday
Belfast were callers Sunday at the charge of the island.
TWO registered Shorthorn cows for
they spent several weeks and attendLena Torrey. Mrs Howard Staples. Business College, after spending the t0 castine.
Carrie Geyer is recovering from ed the wedding of their daughter “^ aUo bul11 >ear °w M B
Mrs. Leland Trask and Miss Gladys holiday recess with her father Joseph
Several reservations have beer. home of Miss Mabie Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills accom an attack of lumbago.
Sylvia Langman to Elmer Brown ol , standing hard wood for sale si
Joyce.
! p- Bradlee.
made for the card party to he held at
panied by Miss Cora Robinson mo
Ella Maloney is visiting relatives New Jersey.,
j cord, willard wentworth. Hope.
-----------------Miss Eloise Dunn has returned to the heme of Mrs. Arthur E. McDonMe
142*144
tored Sunday to Waterville, where
At the meeting of Mt. Battle Lodge
and friends in town before returning
Beaver College, after spending the aid Wednesday night for tht benefit
Mr Mills attended the meeting of the
TO OP tnninht tu.
. j___
... ! PORTER-CABLE Take-a-bout sanding
GLEN CO\ E
I.O.OF. tonight the first degree will machine for sale Perfect condition.
to Portland for the winter.
holiday with her parents. Mr. and of the Nursing Association. There
Maintenance of Way Employees.
_
_ ,
.
. be conferred
on aa class oi
of candi- Prlce right. SPEARS GARAGE, South
Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn.
will be tables for contract and auc- !
George
Cooley
motored
to
East
v
canai- Wsrren
141*143
Miss Adah Hall of Boston was holi
--------——------------------------------------Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons re- tion bridge and anagrams and play- 1 Holiday dinner guests of Mr. and Westmoreland, N. H.. recently to dates.
THIRTY-FIVE cords hard dry wood
Mrs.
A.
T.
Norwood
were
Mr.
and
day guest of her mother. Mary Hall. turned from Lawrence. Mass.. Sun- i big will begin at 7.30 oclock. ReserMrs. Walter Thurston and daugh- for s“e-'long and ^ed pncedta ^L
Mrs. Leroy Norwood and family Mr. convey Mrs. Elizabeth Forsburgh and ter Sandra have returned from Rock- MATTI SAARI. Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs Merton Taylor and
141*143
vatior.s
may
be
made
by
calling
either
day after being holidays guests of
and Mrs. Howard Norwood and son, sister Miss Ethel Browne to their land where they were guests of Mrs.
COAL.
wood,
coke
for
sale;
delivered
family passed Thanksgiving with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Twiss. They Mrs McDonald of Miss Rita C. Smith Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hastings, Mrs. home.
------.
i anywhere ln Knox County. J. B. PAULand Mrs. Ernest Brown in Union.
Dale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Young is at home from Magee 111111510115 parents, Mr. and Mrs, sen. Tel. Thomaston 62______ 124*144
were accompanied by their daughter.
Inez Libby and John Cates.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron and
Jay Oliver.
1 E plat alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
Miss Mildred Demmons who has Ronald Messer celebrated her sixth
Mr and Mrs. Horace Maxey of Island for the winter.
daughter Barbara visited Thursday been visiting Mr and Mrs. Sherman birthday by entertaining Saturday
Ralph Bennett shot a large doe ldl'M.
135-tf
Miss
Lizzie
Young
is
guest
of
rela

Strong, in Rockland for the holiday
at |Mr. and Mrs. Dana Sherer's.
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric.
Saturday in Appleton.
F. Wotton in Lynn, and Mr. and afternoon her home at Oyster River.
tives
ln
Friendship
for
an
indefinite
i~,i ic. _ r. x
.
I Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
Frank Fuller and family were guesU Mrs. Twiss. during the past two Games were played and a birthday weekend, were callers Saturday on
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies Of , percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAMtime.
Mr and Mrs Frank D. Rowe.
of Mr and Mrs. W. V. Fuller for the
the
G.A.R.
meets
Friday.
Public
supDEN ST • TeI
Call after 5 p^m.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crute are oc
weeks; also by Mrs. John McCoy cake was the feature of the lunch
Miss Rilla Piper of Thomaston
holiday.
per
will
be
served
at
6
o'clock.
----—
—■—
who has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. for which the color scheme was pink passed the holiday with Mr. and cupying Mrs. Rose Robinson's house.
Richard Freeman has been confined
Daniel
J.
Dickens
Thomas
Dickand
white.
The
young
guests
were
Mrs. Nettie Vinal of Warren and a
Walter J. Henry in Winchester. Mass,
Mrs. Fred Mathews and Miss Georgia
to the house the past week with
TA I CT
’
Ann M Whalen, Jacqueline Messer.
party of friends were visitors Satur ens. Lawrence Dailey, Oscar Chap- 4
for the past week
Mathews.
tonsilitis.
man
end
Douglas
Libbey
have
reI
4
Lynn
Tibbetts
and
Jeannine
Leach
of
Miss Marion Miller returned Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis spent day at William McNamara's farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Farley had
—
Rockland, Elaine Robbins of Union,
B. S. Geyer has been preparing turned from a hunting trip at Bedas guests Thanksgiving Day. George day to the University of Maine after Joan Maxey of Warren. Muriel and Friday in Lewiston.
dmgton.
DUCKY APARTMENT for two. CenPcv WUh... ID...
. „
,.
' lral Oood neighborhood. Modern. Has
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby have land for burning for blueberries at
Woodward and family. As it was' spending the Thanksgiving recess- Pauline Anderson and Anita Robin
reel. Wilbur Berry of Vassaiboro , gas and oil burning stoves installed
with
her
father.
Samuel
Miller.
as
visitors Mr and Mrs. Joseph Shan the Hatch farm. East Friendship and has been visiting his brother Nicho CALL 543-R
Mr Woodward's birthday, his daugh
143-145
son of Oyster River.
is now working at the Street farm,
FURNISHED aparment to let. all mod
Arrangements are being
com , Mr and Mrs. Melvin Pendexter of non of Auburn.
ter arranged a surprise party, with
las Berry.
ern.
hot
water
heat,
rent
low
FLOYD
Mrs. Laura Starrett who has been this town.
an attractively decorated birthday pleted for the annual Christmas ba Rockland were holiday guests of Mr.
• • • •
SHAW. 47 No Main Street . Tel 422-R
Miss Constance Knight of Thomas-,
143-:f
ill. is improving.
cake and numerous gifts to bring add zaar to be held in the Congrega and Mrs. Thomas Horsley.
Mrs. Cora M. Beverage
ton was holiday weekend guest of her , -p
, four rooms to let. furnished or un• • • •
ed happiness on the festive day.
tional vestry, Thursday for the ben Miss Isabel Kirkpatrick
ErandDarents
Mr
and
Mrs
W
G
...
f
°
M
Wld0W
°
f
'
“
"
’
'•bed.
rent
reasonable.
TEL
1199spent
whQ died Satur_ , w.____
E. B. Small of Camden was a visi efit of the Federated Ladies' Cir
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood enter- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. w. G., Alfred p
Thanksgiving with Mr and Mrs.
day in Portland, will be held this
LARGE room to let $4 week
FOSS
ter Thursday at the home of Mr and cle. A rummage sale will be held at
, tained at supper and cards Saturday Maloney.
George Wood in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Evander Hallowell of a r.prnnnn
11115 HOUSE Tel 330
143-tf
Mrs. C. E. Gregory.
10 o'clock and at 1.30 o'clock there Miss Martha Jones, accompanied j Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby, Miss
........................
afternoon,
from
30
Sea
street.
Rev
Jefferson recently visited Miss Ella
• *****.*,
j garage to let Good location, low
H. N. Brazier is slightly improved in will be a sale including a 25 cent
y
Weston p. Holman officiating. Burial rent app'v 85 masonic st.
bj her sister Mrs. H. W. Whitehill Blanche Washburn, and Mr. and Mrs. Maloney at the home
of Mr. and Mrs.
143*145
health.
table. Supper will b? served at 6.30. and son Norman, and Miss Olive Joseph Shannon of Auburn and Mrs.
will be in Mountain cemetery.
.----------------------u
FIVE-ROOM upstair tenement to let.
W. G. Maloney. Pleasant Point.
Lewis Tatham cf South China ts
Ada
Spear
of
South
Warren,
Deceased
was
born
in
Prospect
73
lights,
cellar,
toilet,
shed.
*12
month
Miss Marian Fel. who visited her Teague of Warren motoied Saturdo'
“Back to school" is the cry this years ago, daughter of Orchard C. water pald Tel i®*7-j. H b bar per.
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Felt to West Somerville. Mass called by i Miss Lillian Russell returned Sun
after the holiday recess which
William Lufkin. A dinner party was during the Thanksgiving recess went the serious illness of their sister Mrs. day to Cambridge, Mass., after pass week,
lasted from Wednesday unitl Mon(Carolmt') Dow. when a young ( furnished heated apt. to let. at is
lasted
from Wednesday unitl Mon gjrl the fami;y moved t0 MUnroe and North Mam st elmer c. davis, 375
ing the holiday weekend with relagiven Thanksgiving Day by Clifford r Sunday to Jersey City where she Nettie Russell
d8t „
,
. '5he lived there until 48 years ago
j tives ir. this town.
Lufkin for his mother and the Wil- makes her home with h€r slsters
’
_
FURNISHED apartment to let. MRS
Friends of the newly married
she cam„ tQ thjs
*
Miss Bertha Starrett, home over
LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St
Lam Lufkin family.
while attending Miss Conklin's Sec
142-tf
couple
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Ames
was
marrUd
lg&4
to
NORTH CUSHING
the holiday weekend, was taken SunFIVE-ROOM apartment to let. MRS
retarial School in New York City.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Caddy of St.
CHARLES MCAULIFFE, 42 Fulton St.
King-Heath
..
, .... „
.
, _ .
.day by her brother, Benjamin Star- recently gave them a reception at the Beverage
Tel 960-R
141*143
Mrs. little Romero returned Fn- Ocorge caUed on Mrs. Ida Smith re- L' tQ portland wh„e she
home of Mrs. Ames' parents. They I a„rvi,J.,
A pretty home wedding took place
, .
,
'
Survivors are one son. Henry BevIN THOMASTON to let—modern house
Wednesday night when Miss Bernice da-v 10 Bansor after being called cently.
received
many
nice
gifts
and
passed
pra
„„
and
apartment.
6
rooms
Comfortable,
the train for Malden, Mass.
.
...
, erage of Yarmouth; four brothers, easy to heat Garage with each For par
Heath, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. here by the death of her brother. Al- Mrs. Carrie Young and son Harold
evening with music
d n.„.
. „ . „ „
Miss Charlotte White of South a most enjoyable
'
uwcar B. Dow, and Enoch C. Dow ticulars see W J ROBERTSON LUMBER
„
_ _
YARD. Thomaston.
141-143
Ernest O. Heath of Camden, was unit bert H Robinson and was guest of were dinner guests Thursday of Mr China, has returned home after pass- and other diversions. Mrs. Ames „<■
o. Bcliast and Herman L. Dow and
four-room unfurnished, all modern
ed in marriage to Charles B. King of her sister Mrs Ralph Smith, in Rock- and Mrs. Harold Marshall in Reek- , ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. was formerly Miss Marion Coombs, i fi™—
, child
uuj » «<
„ D
‘mer Dow of , Worcester,
to let, with garage. 38 Beech
' land.
the only
of Mr. and Mrs.
Byron /,i_.
, „.
’ Mass ;’ apartment
—
oo oeecn
Orono, by George W. Woodward of land. meantime.
St. —
Rent- reasonable. _ »»A THURSTON.
' William Partridge.
_
,
„
.
,
flve
grandchildren,
Donald,
Tel.
1159.
The Contract Club met Friday at Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kangas en140-147
Coombs.
Mr.
Ames
is
a
son
of
Mr.
p,
an
iK
Dl
,
(h
.
..
Christ Church Reorganized Latter
Douglas Gray. Richard Bucklin and
, „
.
,
, ... inlands, Ruth Christine and Joan,
UPSTAIRS APT., to let. four newly
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson in tertained Thanksgiving Day his
Day Saints.
Fred Bucklin, who were home for and Mrs. Leon Ames, also of this j all of ,Yarmouth
decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
ST.. Tel. 156-W
i33.tf
The single ring service was used at Warren. There were three tables and mother Mrs. Kangas. his brother the holiday recess returned Sun town. They are now caretakers of j
___ ________
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
the Woodward home, which had been tbe prize winners were Miss Lizzie Oliver of Clark Island and his sister day to U. of M.
Magee Island, where Mr. Ames has
Spruce Head, to let, very reasonable; fire
attractively decorated in a color Levensaler. Mr\ Harold F. Dana and Miss Alma Kangas of Rockland,
had
employment
for
some
time.
TOWN
OF
WARREN
wood
for
the
cutting.
TEL.
793-W
after
Goodwill Grange will hold its
scheme of pink and white. Candle- Miss Harriet Dunn. The Club will I Fred Robinson was happily sur- Christmas fair, supper and dance
The Selectmen of the town of War 4 P m__________ _________________ 136-tf
Mrs. F. L. Maloney is confined to
ren hereby give notice, that thc follow
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
light added beauty and impressive- meet Friday with Miss Lucy A. Rokes. prised Thanksgiving Day when his Wednesday afternoon and evening. her home by illness, attended by Dr. ing parcels of real estate will be sold rooms,
bath. V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
for and ln behalf of the Inhabitants of St. Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St . Tel. 330.
ness to the occasion. The attendants
Mrs. Grace Butler, who was called sen Virgil Robinson with his three Beano will be played, supper served Keller of Thomaston.
said town, that they wlll receive sealed _______________
138-tf
bids for each parcel, the same to be
were Mr. and Mrs. George Cram ot here by the death of her brother. Al- daughters. Misses Virginia. Alma and at 635 and dancing at 8 30
SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
opened at thelr offlce Dec. 4. 1937 at | smmik's?
Camden.
bert H. Robinson, returned Sunday Sylvia Robinson of Providence ar- I
TEL 101-M
135-tf
__________________________
SOUTH WALDOBORO 2 p. m.. Viz Benjamin Bisbee lot 3 °unollc st___Inquire
Mrs. Hattie MacFarland of North
. Adelbert Bucklin lot | HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
Following the ceremony a luncheon to Belmont. Mass.
, r.ved for a Weekend visit.
Warren was recent guest of Mr. and
j acres wood land. Clarence Butler lot | corner Llmerock st. and Broadway
was served, after which the bridal
Mr.s. Arthur Johnson who was
Mrs. Bellmore has her lawn attrac- Mrs. Levere Jones.
acres wood land and fleld, Samuel Doe I 525 month V F. STUDLEY 283 Main
Horace Flanders is at tne home of 30
lot 18 acres wood land. Hilliard Jones'St., or 77 Park St. Tel. 1154 or 330
couple motored to their new home in called here by the illness and death tively decorated with colored lights—
Those from here who attended the hls sister-in-law Mrs. Sadie Flanders, lot 4 acres wood land. E w. Kenney lot I
__________________________ 133-tf
6 acres wood land. Nestor Nlkkola 2';
Hope.
1 of her father. Albert H. Robinson, reminders that Christmas is “just funeral services in East Union Sat where he will spend the winter.
FURNISHED apartment to let" four
acres meadow land, James Rollins lot
rooms,
bath
MRS W S KENNISTON.
————
■■ around the corner:'
wood land, Frod Trowbridge lot
urday for Hartley M. Watts were,
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Medford. 710 acres
133-tf
acres wood land, and Hannah Waldron 176 So Main St . Tel. 874-W
Wiljo Lindell was home from Uni Louis Gordon Mrs. Alice Gordon, Mrs. Mass., spent the holiday weekend with lot
12 acres wood land Right reserved
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St
to
reject
any
or
all
bids.
versity
of
Maine
and
Miss
Vieno
Lin

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE, $175.00
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Nellie Davis. Fred Watts and Mr. and her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn
I ™aln & Park Sts.
127-if
EDWIN E, GAMMON,
dell from Thcmaston to pass the holi Mrs. Arthur Starrett.
L. Pitcher.
ELBERT L. STARRETT,
UNFURNI8HED 4-room heated apartday with their father Jortn Lindell.
CLARENCE PEABODY,
at_ 15 Summer St. MRS.
Alfred Standish Sr. went Wednes
Selectmen of Warren. 'Me. 1 FROST, Tel’ 3l“8-W.
131-tf
Edward Killeran of Rockland was I Mr. and Mrs. Earl Spear and day to Middleboro, Mass, to pass
139*141*143 i
holiday guest of his uncle Hibbard
j daughter Dorothy, who have been Thanksgiving with his parents.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
**
Young,
UNITED STATES
•
?
James Richards who has been ill
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin went
IN BANKRt-pTf”i- MAINE
East Warren have returned to Wal with the grippe is able to be out.
Wednesday to Rockland to visit Mrs. doboro.
Alfred Davis returned home Wed
NOTE—No pa-ses honored on Wednc day cr Eridav nights
Lufkin's mother. Mrs. Martha Ham
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson and nesday after attendin'; the funeral of
Davls' Carl E Dsv's
PERSONAL; Quit Any Tobacco Habit
ilton. returning Thursday.
M Llnnekln as Individuals 1 easily. inexpensively, without drugs
Miss Eileen Kimball have returned his brother Adelbeit in Rockland, and Dwight
THURSDAY
of-l
and
:
1
“
,
the
County
of
Knox./end
address. B S SMOKES, Mohawk.
Miss Zetta Smith and Miss Grace to Newport, after spending the hol Mass.
and State of Maine.
Florida.
143*f
Faulkingham. teachers in the Ston iday weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Gertrude Winchenbach spent said
thmeebankrupts
Cnth Sdavrofwere
> November
8*1937 a^d
the i r-o
KATE
sharpening
promptly
done,
^tau.Uy
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO..
408
Main
St
ington schools arrived Wednesday at Mansfield Robinson.
the holiday week at the village with as such partnership adjudicated Bank
i43Jtir
H. E. Smith’s after passing the holi
rupts, and that the flrst meeting of
Miss Madeline Bradford employed her cousin Mrs. Nellie Boggs.
PIGS KILLED, good work, prompt serv
creditors wlll be held at the Court ice MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138. 142-144
day with Miss Smith's parents. They at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. S.
Alvin Wallace attended the funeral thelr
House, in Rockland. MaJne. on the
USED pianos, uprights, for sale.
returned Friday to Bangor.
seventh
day of December. A. D. 1937,
of
Mrs.
Wallace's
cousin
Mrs.
Reuben
Robinson, was a visitor Thursday at
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, at which let for the season. Phone us. Rot
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Lufkin spent her home in Friendship.
Sargent last Friday at Stickney's time the said creditors may attend 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE C
Thanksgiving Day with their son
prove thelr claims, appoint a trustee or
Mrs. L. C. Sawyer and three chil Corner.
trustees, examine the Bankrupts, and
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian g mar, piano
Irvink Lufkin in Thomaston.
Capt. William Livingston of the transact such business as may properly accordion lessons at your home. $1.
dren returned Sunday to Camden,
come before said meeting.
C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
131-tf
after passing a few days with Rev. Dedham police department has been
Bankrupts’ petition was filed Novem
WATCHMAKER- Repairing
v-atches,
MODERN WOMEN and Mrs. H. I. Holt at the Congrega visiting his brother-in-law William ber 13. 1937. WALTER M SANBORN. clocks,
antiques all kinds. Call nnd de
NEED NOT SUFFER mo nthly pain and delay duo
Foley.
tional Parsonage.
Referee ln Bankruptcy, liver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Amesto colds, nervous strain, r xposurcnr similar causes,
bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
131-tf
Dated
November
22.
1937
143lt
Cbi-< hes-ters Diamond band Pills are effective.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Winchenbach
Douglass Starrett has resumed
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Ccrkreliable nnd give QUICK RELIEF Holdbyrfjftn
TODAY
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall otters
studies at the Bentley School of entertained Thanksgiving at a family
all druggistaforover45y cant. Aik for—
TEL.
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
KENNY BAKER
Accounting after a Tlyanksglvlpg dinner party their guests being Mr
gCHICHESTER
131-if
in
S PILLS gkj visit with Mr. and Mrs Ernest G.
409
and Mrs. Paul Winchenbach and Mr.
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for bsflfng old
"MR DODD TAKES THE AIR '
"JHt OIAMOND <
paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
Starrett.
and Mr.s, Carl Winchenbach,
at this OFFICE.

W

WANTED

1

1

....... . ...

VICKS
V

FOR SALE

* U UL1

4

SEHINDi^MiKS

I

William GARGAN • Judith tAMET

NOW PLAYING

“100 MEN AND A GIRL"
with
DEANNA DVRBIN

Strand......
V

Matinee !. Evening fi.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday 2,00 to 10.30
___________ .
■■ -

PARK

T SSJ'

READ THE AM

‘ MISCELLANEOUS !
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY

Mansfield Gove, Inc.
DECEMBER CLEARANCE SALE

Mrs. John Pomeroy and Miss Doro
thy Snow entertained at a bridge. luncheon and shower Saturday night,
at the former's home on Broadway.
Miss Corice Thomas being the guest
of honor. At the completion of
luncheon Miss Thomas was presented
a basket filled with lovely gifts of
a miscellaneous nature. Bridge honors were won by Miss Virginia Snow
and Mrs. K. A. Rice.

COATS AND DRESSES
STARTS WEDNESDAY MORNING
If you haven’t purchased your winter coat, now is the time,
with a full season ahead, to wear it
I COAT, Light Brown Tweed, beaver collar,
size 38, $69.30; now.................................... $55.00
I COAT, Brown, jap mink collar, size 36;
$69.50; now .................................................. 55.00
1 COAT, Wine, beaver collar; size 18; $79.50;
now ................................................................... 55.00
2 COATS, Tweed, wolf collar; sizes 35-37;
$49.50; now ....... .......................................... 39.75
5 COATS, Green and Brown, fur collar; sizes
12-20; $29.75; now .................................... 24.50
15 COATS, Assorted, untrimmed; sizes 12-20;
$16.75; now .................................................. 12.75
Harris Tweeds and Camel Hair COATS, sizes 16-42;
$29.75-$35.00; now .................................... 24.50

Fail Dresses of Silks, Wools and Acetates
Reduced for Quick Clearance
48 DRESSES, were $4.95 and $5.95; now................ $3-95
26 DRESSES, were $7.95 and $8.95; now................ 5.95
I 2 DRESSES, were $13.75; now................................. 10.95

Also a few higher priced Dresses reduced in the assortment
are the following size ranges
Juniors, 11-17
Misses' 12-20

Mrs. J. L. McAleney and sons William and James of Portland, spent
the holiday and weekend at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore.
Camden road.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash had as
dinner guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs
George'S. Wardwell, Mr. and Mrs
Leslie Whitcomb. Burleigh Whit
comb, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Harri
and son Stephen, all of Searsport
and George Cash of this city.

------Mrs. Edward Post entertained a
bridge Saturday night, complimenting her sister, Mrs. Oliver Peck of
Rockville, Conn. The guests were
Mrs. Edgar Crockett, Mrs. Earle
Perry, Mrs. Charles Schofield, Mrs
Ralph Clark Mrs. Alfred Hawes of
Union, and M^. Charles MacWhinnie
Prizes were awarded each player
with a guest prize for Mrs. Peck.

I

Lloyd Clark, Jr., is home from
Rochester N. Y., on a week's vaca
tion.

AT MCLAIN S SHOE STORE
TEN BIG SELLING DAYS

I
j
J

I
!

STARTING WEDNESDAY (Tomorrow)
Included in this sale are Standard Brands of Nation
ally Advertised Footwear.

Mr. and Mrs. William Ulmer of
Belmont, Mass, spent the holiday
I
Mrg
,wu.
; ,ow street Qn
return home

ardines.

Leathers, Suedes, Gab

Medium and High Heels.

they were accompanied by Mrs. Ulnler and daughter, Mrs. Faith Ulmer
1 grown for a few days’ visit,
j
_____

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey
were honor guests at a birthday party
and shower, Wednesday night, given
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
A'Chorn." Cards”and'gifu were en
joyed the luncheon including a deco
rated cake. High scores at bridge
went to Mrs. Edward C. Sylvester and
The Woman's Association of the pran^ Meservey, with low to Mr. and
Congregational Church will meet i Mrs. Edward N Sylvester.
Wednesday afternoon at 3.30 in the
_____
vestry.

|

Miss Margaret Stevens, who has
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Tonian Circle will meet Wednesday
mond Watts, has returned to Bethel.
night with Miss Margaret Nutt at
her apartment fn Bicknell Block.
Alden Pettee has returned home
Main street.
after an extended stay in Fairfield.
|

Mrs. Austin Tibbetts who has been
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike
| caring for Mrs. Roscoe Dobbin, is completed thelr leisurely Southern
; now at the home of Mrs. A. F. Green. trip last week and are now com
Maverick street.
fortably domiciled in an apartment
at 334 Trinity Place. West Palm
! Opportunity Class will hold a j Beach. They will remain there until
, monthly meeting at the home of Mrs the first of the year, going thence to
Aurilla Venner. 27 Fulton street. , another part of the State.
[ Thursday night, Dec. 2 at 7.30 o'clock.
Members are to take school supplies
Mrs. Nelson Gallant has returned
Miss Daly, President, Believes for the Mather School box.
to New Bedford after visiting her sis

Women’s, 36-48
Little Women's, 16'/2-24!/2

.

Mr. and Mrs. David Wooster of
Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gardner and Mrs. Hazel Dunbar were
dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and
! Mrs. u. s. Gardner.

THE
' PERFECT

*CThe approach of the Christmas Season brings to
mind the necessity of shopping now while selections
are complete for the perfect gift—Jewelry—endur
ing, intimate and personally useful. Visit Our store,
Look Around To Your Heart's Content. You will
find there the gift you seek.

DIAMONDS
A complete assortment
of choice stones mount
ed and unmounted. Re
mountings in all styles.
A splendid gift.

Special On Clocks
We are making an extra

special price reduction
on our full line of clocks.

An unprecedented bar

gain-gift offer at Christ

mas time.

Page Seven

I

WATCHES
Hamilton, Waltham, Elgin, Byson—names
to conjure with; a complete line
$10.00 and up

SILVER CLUB
Now that you have your Christmas Club check to
spend, why not join our easy payment Silver Club.
Get the silver flat ware you want when you want it—
COMMUNITY. HOLMES, EDWARDS, ROGERS.
Any pattern you wish available.
Traveling Sets $3.00 and up, Leather Goods.
Complete line of Costume Jewelry, Gifts and Nov
elties.
CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECKS CASHED

As a matter of fact, why not leave the whole check
here and get the ideal high quality moderate priced
gifts for Mother, Dad, Sister, Brother or Sweetheart.

KARL IL LEIGHTON
JEWELER

Our Motto: Service, Savings, Satisfaction
MAIN ST., CORNER WINTER, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL-654-W

Methebesec Club

Organization Shculd Sponsor a Junior Club

------ter. Mrs. Alvah Spear and mother,
Mr and Mrs Edward Post wcre Mrs. Agnes Winchenbach.

____
' hosts at a family dinner Thursday, it
Hostesses for the meeting of the being the first gathering of the enVirgil Beckett and family spent
Methebesec Club Friday afternoon in tire family in 25 years. With the ex- Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. C.
the tower room of Community Build- ception of Mrs. Posts' brother, Doyle m Hennigar at "The Keag.’’
(ing were Mrs. Eva Hellier. Mrs. Alice MacWhinnie and family of Litchfield ■
------Jameson. Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs. the family ranked one hundred perMrs. Walter Kimball entertained
Dora Bird. Mrs. Louise Orbeton. and ceunt in attendance. The guests were : last night at a party and miscelMrs. Ethel Lovejoy. Twenty-nine Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Peck and chil- laneous shower for Mrs. Arthur Bowmembers responded to roll call.
dren Malcolm and Joyce of Rock-j ley, at Pleasant Valley Grange hall.
It was voted to incorporate in the ville, Conn.. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Forty-eight guests were present.'
program of March 4 a Constitution Hawes and daughters. Patricia and , Priises in beano and bridge were
■ observance under the direction of Norma of Union, who were joined J awarded, and a delicious luncheon I
' Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. The benevo- by Rockland relatives, including Mr. served. The honor guest received a
lence committee announced that the 1 and Mrs. Charles MacWhinnie. and great variety of lovely gifts,
usual Christmas donations would be Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark and
Mrs. A. B. Norton entertained
made at the meeting of Dec. 10. mem- daughters Priscilla and Carol,
Sleeper Bible Class Monday after
bers being asked to take gifts suit-------able for distribution to children—
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson enter- noon.
stockings, mittens, toys. etc. Each 1 tained the Corner Club Friday after
Mrs. Agnes Winchenbach is im
gift should be wrapped, and if con noon. Mrs. Mida Packard and Mrs.
PARTY-LINE PHONES
proving rapidly from her recent ill
taining wearing apparel, the age and Richardson winning honors at bridge.
ness.
sex of child should be marked plainly
Telephones can be used for other
At
the
home
of
Elder
James
Clark.
on attached label, also article within.
things
besides talking.
Recently
Mrs. Lilia Lawry has been visit
Miss Ellen Daly, president, stressed 16 Maverick street, there was a very
ing her daughter, Miss Lois Rowling subscribers on a rural hne near
her desire that the club should spon- Prettv wedding when Miss Clarice E.
North Bay. Ontario, complained that
1 sor a Junior club, a project that is Burgees became the bride of Kenneth in Belfast.
one telephone was being used all the
W.
Colby.
A
tew
intimate
friends
being given much attention in the
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Harvey and time. The only clew was that every
State and National federations, and attended.
two children of Braintree. Mass,, one on the line could hear a clock
along this line Mrs. Ellingwood was
Miss Virginia Tyler is visiting her were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. ticking. An inspector visited each
appointed chairman, to select her own
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Tyler Oliver W. Holden.
home on the line. Finally he entered
committee of assistants.
ia Cambridge. Mass.
a house where an elderly woman lived
In the absence of Miss Cochran,
At the (Friday meeting of the
Mrs. Angelica Glover presented the
Mr and Mr? Winifi L stUeg Qf nc Educational Club, at the home of alone. She used the telephone receiv
current book review, her interesting Revere street Port]and are recelving Mrs. Lena Merrill, the following er as a darning egg in mending socks.
topics touching upon the recent Book lellcltatlons 0„ the blrth of a son questions will be asked: Who said, "I
Fair in Boston whi«i she herself at- Wllliam Calv)n_at the Maine
& am not worth purchasing, but such as
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, who
I tended, and reviewing briefly "The Ear ,Infirmarv
Day. I am. the King of Great Britain is have been making a brief sojourn in
Turning Wheel," “Men. Women and Mrs
js
formcr Mary Caner not rich enough to buy me."—What Honolulu, are understood to be home
Tenors.' Ooodspeed; Yankee Book- Qf Thoma,ton and
caused him to say it? Who said, "I ward bound from California.
seller," "To |See Ourselves," "Thirteen
was born in America, I lived there
O'Clock." Mrs. Glover also displayed
Mr and Mrs Otto Seifert of Brook- to the prime of my life, but alas, I
Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks has closed
a new book "Historic Churches and lyn, returned Sunday after spending can call no man in America my her home on Middle street and taken
Houses of Maine," compiled by the ithe holiday weekend in this city, friend." What great proof did George an apartment at The Thorndike for
Maine Writers' Research Club, a de- 1 guests of Mrs. Seifert's uncle. John Washington give of his patriotism the winter.
lightful volume profusely illustrated, Westlund. The Seiferts made their during the Revolutionary War?
and a distinct addition to book shelves first visit to Rockland two years ago.
Miss Katherine Linster has re
paying particular attention to Maine. and were so much pleased with this
Robert Dunton of Winthrop, Mass., turned from a trip abroad, in the
Miss Mabel F. Lamb and Mrs. Doro city, have visited several times since, who is spending a two weeks' vaca
course of which she visited her for
thy Smalley played in a most artistic each time, becoming more and more
tion' with friends in this city, has mer home in Luxembourg.
manner "Dawn" by Trygve Torjus attached They now plan to spend
gone to Northeast Harbor- to visit
sen. thelr selection by one of the part of thelr vacation at their coun
relatives and to Skowhegan to be
Frederick Bird and family have re
more recent Norwegian composers try home fn Huntington, L. I., and
the guest of his sister. Mrs. Robert turned to Winchester, Mass., nfter a
prefacing, or serving as an introduc the remainder at Rockland and Owl's
Crane. He will return here Wed visit with Mr. and Mrs. Henry B.
tion to, the excellent reviews of "Be Head. Mr. Seifert was a member nesday for a few days before going
Bird.
yond Sing the Woods" and "The Wind of the 202nd Engineers of the 77th Di
to Boston.
From the Mountains," by Trygve vision of New York. The Seiferts
Miss Bernadette Snow has Joined
Gulbranssen, given by Mrs. Lovejoy. were especially impressed with the
Miss Dorothy Sylvester entertained the staff of the Columbia Presby
Mrs. Lovejoy in turn prefaced her hoIlday decoration and remarked at supper last night Miss Barbara
terian Hospital ln New York.
reviews by giving a brief history of I thac although they had traveled Wood and Miss Bernice Stanley in
tne novel form of writing, which did qUjte extensively and seen many honor of her 13th birthday. A gaily
Miss Ellen Cochran has returned
not become a fixed place ln literature forms of decorating, none was half as decorated birthday cake was a fea
from a week's visit in Blue Hill,
until the 18th century. The reviews beautiful as Rockland presents itself. ture. Later they attended Charles
where she was guest of her sister,
of the exquisitely written novels by Only a round at golf and it would Taylor’s lecture at Community build
Mrs Harvey McIntire.
Mr. Gulbranssen were presented by be "the end of a perfect day" for Mr. ing.
Mrs. Lovejoy in a very sympathetic Seifert.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bock of
manner and were interspersed with
Mrs. Addison L. Oliver of West
portions of the books which stand
Gardiner is spending a week in this Providence were holiday and week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
among the finest works by contem
city, guest of relatives.
Mason.
porary Norwegian writers. The Eng
Dorothy,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
We
are
ready
to
make
lish translations are said to be excep
Mrs. Harriet Frost was hostess last
tionally fine.
BOXWOOD WREATHS Mrs. Elmer E. Trask, celebrated her
birthday, Nov. 29. by entertaining night to Shakespeare Society, and
The meeting of Dec. 10 will also be
for the cemetery
a group of school friends Saturday Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy as leader planned
I ln the tower room, the hostesses to be
$2.00 to $5.00 each
night. Those present were Betty a delightful evening, having for her
Mrs. Katherine H^nes. Mrs. Eliza
If you want something more
beth Davis, Mrs. Beatrice Havener,
“durable" ask for our new, rcady Munro. Ruth Hatch, Barbara Bod subject. “Speak the speech I pray
man, Nancy Parker, Margaret Econo you. as I pronounce it to you.” Mrs.
Mrs. Ida Dondis, Mrs. Mary Avery.
made—
my,
Miriam Dorman, and Dennis Harriet Levensaler presented an out
Mrs. Eva Wisner. Mrs. Gertrude Pay“PINEWAY” WREATHS
Trask. Refreshments W'ere served, a standing paper. Miss Ellen Cochrane
j son and Miss Cora Perry. Mrs. 6mal$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
Jolly time being spent at games, sing gave an interesting paper on Hen1 ley is in charge of the current book
Silsby’s Flower Shop
ing etc. (The .winners at “hokum" rick Ibsen, and Miss Winifred Cough
review. Mrs. Vivian irfewett of music,
TEL. 318-W
were Ruth Hatch and Betty Munro lin read and described an article on
i and Mrs Clara Thurston will present
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
j the review of Van Wyck Brooks "Tne
The hostess was presented wtth sev modem drama. Twenty members
140-tf
eral lovely-gifts,
were present.
Flowering of New England.

Boxwood Wreaths

PORT CLYDE

MANGANESE FOR BATTLESHIPS

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fuller and
It ls estimated by the CubanMiss Margaret Lewis had Fred Waldo American Manganese Corp, that
16,000 tons of manganese enter the
as their Thanksgiving guest.
Mrs. Fannie Wallace and Mrs. Port of Mobile. Ala., every year. This
Florence Day passed the holiday with quantity of manganese ls sufficient to
Mrs. Day's son, Henley Day on Ma make enough steel for 90 battleships,
! it is stated.
nana Island.

LATEST 1938

WORLD WIDE

R.C. A. VICTOR
CONSOLE RADIO
Regular Price
$76.95

Now

s56.95
With Your
Old Radio
$20.00 Trade-In

Allowance

Now you can replace your present radio with a power

ful 1938 RCA Victor at an average low cost. You’ll
get more stations from Foreign Countries and a
wider range of American Broadcasts.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 980
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| THE CRUSADE’S CLOSING NIGHT

Percy T. Clark Takes Skow

I RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR

Every-Other-Day

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER

Expected To Be of Greatest

*--------------------------------- By EARLE FERRIS--------------------------- <

hegan Man To Task On

(Continued from Page One)

Deer Isle Bridge

eral Court and lifted up my hand
end said 'Goodbye' to King George,
and became a full-fledged American.
I am an American by choice.
“It takes something to be an
American by choice. All right , I
could have lived in this land and have
all its protection, its fun, ln all these
48 States, and never have been an
American citizen. I am not ashamed
to take my stand under the flag that
gave me the opportunity to preach
the Gospel freely. Men and women,
jou send your childrn to Sunday
School, you think the church is a
good thing; have you ever joined it?
'Oh no,' you say. 'I have all the privi
leges and assume no responsibility.’
You can be a Christian all your life
without joining a' church; you can
still be a part of the bride of Christ,
but if you love the Lord you will be
glad to stand out in the open. The
bride of Christ is composed of every
believer ln heaven and on earth, of
all denominations, of all nations.

| you consider obeying this invitation
The Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge j! to accept the Lord Jesus Christ as
project was defended by Percy T. II your Saviour.
Leaving Common Sense At Home
Clarke of Ellsworth, attorney for the
"In the first place," said Dr. Taylor,
Bridge District, in a statement issued
“it is common sense to obey this in
ln refutation of a statement Friday vitation. We have good sense in
by former State Senator Blin W. Page most matters, but we seem to leave
of Skowhegan criticizing the project. it at home when it comes to the
“The 1933 Act to create the Deer things in relation to our own soul.
Isle-Sedgwick Bridge, an emergency People say to me. ‘Why do I know it
act, was repealed." he said. "The act is common sense to accept this invi
under which the project is being car tation?' Because you are ready for
ried through was passed at a regular eternity. If you have not come. I
session in 1935 and known as an act say with all the earnestness of my
to create the Deer Isle-Sedgwick h eart, you may be the best character
Bridge district and approved April 6 in Knox County, but if you have not
of the same year. This act and the obeyed this invitation, and death
accompanying resolve providing for were to come upon you tonight, you
an amendment of the State Consti are not ready for eternity. 'Seek ye
tution in order to guarantee the first—(not Jaist)—the Kingdom of
credit of the State, was not only Ood and His righteousness, and all
passed by the Legislature but both these things shall be added unto
were approved by the people of the you.' It is common sense; it is sane,
•‘Some Other Time"
State of Maine in referendum vote to prepare to meet your God, to start
“I have been preaching for 30
in September of 1935 by more than a or. the road that leads to Eternal
Day, to partake of the water of life. years, and the greatest mystery to me
three tc one majority.
God
the Father, God the Son, God is this: How anyone can listen to the
“Probably any objection to the ref
erence of the bill to a committee the Holy Spirit, invite you. This is compelling invitation of the Holy
or the parliamentary situation exist the most stupendous invitation that Spirit, without immediately wanting
ing in the Senate when the Senator was ever given to the sons of men. to accept it. Some of you who have
from Hancock. Senator Blaisdell. Will you listen as never before, and been pleaded with, urged, prayed for,
moved reconsideration and made one determine in your heart to obey it!" warned.—God has given you oppor
We are Just .Mouthpieces
tunity after opportunity, through
of the most eloquent and convincing
Continuing.
Charlie said “I presume sorrow, adversity, disappointment —
pleas ever heard in the Maine Legis
lative halls, was condoned by the the Holy Spirit of God is the most and you have said. 'Some other time;
voters who were fully apprised of all misunderstood subject in the Bible Now you come to the last opportun
these so called overt acts and re today. Many people speak of Him as ity; another chance for your soul.
fused to turn down a deserving cause “it." but the Bible calls Him a Per Maybe this is the last invitation you
meaning so much to Maine develop son. He is the reat Divine Magnet. will ever have. I urge you tonight
ment by considering such trivial ob I have come to tell you of a power to come!
jections as now indulged in by the that can do down into the gutter and
“ 'And the Spirit and the bride say.
take a man truly undone and lift Come. And let him that heareth say
former senator from Somerset.
him up and take him to the very Come. And let him that is athirst
• e • •
“He frankly admits that he is not a Throne of God and make him to come. And whatsoever will, let him
lawyer, and in view of the fact that stand in the presence of God and take the water of life freely;
an opinion from our Attorney Gener say ‘My Father,' That magnetic
God's Arms Wide Open"
al's office, supplemented by an opin Force is that Personality we call the
‘If you have not come. God says,
ion of one of the most prominent law Holj Spirit of God. You see me; you you are without God. without Christ,
Arms in the east, headed by former hear my voice, but God is the One without hope in the world. If God
Gov. Joseph Ely of Massachusetts, aho speaks.
were to snap the thread of life, you
has ruled the nature and extent of “'Charlie' never saved anybody. wculd go to a Christless coffin, a
the obligation to the State of Maine, If he did. then they are not much Christless grave, a Christless eternity.
good today. If God converts, then There is not a soul but might obey
his statement was superfluous.
"Criticism of the action of the they have a power to stand true. I that invitation, if you will, and walk
Oovernor and Council in voting the tell you, there is no power in any cut of this building with your sins
sum of $145,009 in an emergency to mar. that can draw anyone up. We lorgiven, partaking of the water of
save a project approved by the people are (Just mouthpieces for Him. and life."
by decisive vote and to save to the unless the Spirit of God speaks
In closing. Dr. Taylor said, “God's
state $315,000 Federal grant money through the message, you can have arms are wide open. The Spirit and
and a $1,000,000 construction job with all the oratory, the excellent language the bride say, Come. And let him
the attendant benefits, not to men in the world, but unless you have the that is athirst come, and whosoever
tion the fact that the bridge will power of God. it is of no avail. He will, let him take the water of life
connect the second largest island off picks up a coal miner in the south of freely. Some are indifferent, cold,
the Maine coast to the mainland and Wales, and turns hun into a firebrand , careless. How far you have wan
provide development of one of the for God.
dered from the Christ that you
Spirit of God Easily Offended
most important areas on the Atlan
know! He is pleading with you right
| “Any preacher who gets the idea
tic seaboard, is indeed untimely.
now to lay aside everything else ana
“The old age assistance program that he is doing anything of himself [ tc consider the distiny of your
involves millions and is not predi is a failure He may nave crowds_ eternal spirit. What are you going
cated upon a mere $145,000, which is , and he may become popular but un- tc do with this last invitation- Will
neither practical nor comparable ex , less it is the Holy Spirit working you obey it just now?
cept when some politician is looking through him, there is no power. He
for a hobby horse upon which he may muat keep saying, -you are nothing;
ANN PAGE PRIZES
you never will be anything.' There
ride into public office.
“The bridge will serve directly a fore. the preacher must remember A. & P. Fcod Stores Handing Out
Excellent Prizes In Contests
population of 4.500 people living on j that it is the Spirit of God. Jesus
Announcement of the winners in
the islands, second in size and im j said, speaking of the Holy Spirit, He
portance in the State, the largest be shall convict the world of sin and of the sixth and seventh of the weekly
Ann Page prize contests now running
ing Mt. Desert Island. The former righteousness and of judgment.
Senators mention of the population "It is the work of the Holy Spirit in A&P. Food Stores brings good
is so far removed from facts as to be to draw you to Christ, to convict you news to residents of New York City
of sin. So when you say. ‘That fel and vicinity. A total of 18 major and
ridiculous.
“Mr. Page evidently has not ex low stirs something within me.'—that 97 minor prizes has been awarded in
amined the facts, but as he states, conviction, that desire for God, is a these two contests to entrants in this
has been informed, and probably God-given desire. It is the Holy area.
In the sixth contest major prizes
without seriously considering the Spirit of God knocking at the door
source of information when he in of your heart, trying to find entrance consisting of bicycles with de-luxe
dulges in figures pertaining to rev lor Jesus. Don't treat that lightly! equipment were won by Edward Mo
enue. The facts are: The interest on I am as positive as I am alive that ran of New York. Mrs. Robert Frazer
the bonds will be $19,600 the first there are men and women who have of Oyster Bay, N. Y„ Mrs. William
two years which amount will gradu felt the call of Christ. The spirit Hutchinson of Riverside. N. J.. Mrs.
ally decrease over a period of 30 years. of Ood is easily offended, and some Harry Neilson of Belleville, N.
The cost of maintenance is princi of these days He will go His way, and Mrs. Julius O6hlag of Lake Mahopac.
pally painting, estimated at $700 per you will never again have the desire N. Y.. Mrs. C. F. Regan of Brooklyn,
year, or approximately $3,500 every to become a Christian If you have N. Y, Miss Beulah Simpson of West
flve years. The only other expense that desire now, cherish it; yield to Caldwell. N. J., Mrs Lawrence Smith
will be tolls, which amount will not be it, Say, “God be merciful to me, a of Sag Harbor. N Y„ Mrs. F. Worling
| of Ramsey. (N. J., and Mrs. M. Wins
sinner!’
over $2,000 yearly.
• • V •
“Not only do God the Father, God low of Weehawken. N. J.
"The earnings of the bridge, based the Son, and God the Holy Spirit,
In the seventh contest the major
upon a fair rate of toll, will easily invite you, but the Bride says, 'Come!' prizes consisted of Electric Kitchen
take care of interest, maintenance What is the bride of Christ? I Mixmasters (and were awarded to
and retirement of bonds, the first would like to go to the gates of Capt. E. Carlson of Wantagh, N Y.,
bonds coming due six years after Heaven and ask, "Got any Metho Douglas Garriel of N. Long Branch.
the onening of the bridge to traffic, dists up here in Heaven?' The an N. J„ Mrs. Edwin Kelley of Bayonne.
even with the travel over the bridge swer would come back. ‘Not a N. J.. Miss Anna Lowe of Newark.
not increased over the present pa Methodist!’ ‘Any Congregational- N. J . Ray Reilley of Bardonia, N. J..
tronage of the ferry, which now ists?’ 'No.'
‘Any Episcopalians?’ Miss Helen Robbins of Morristown,
operates but 12 of the 24 hours, ‘No; never met one; 'Got any Ro N. J„ Mrs. W. Sheridan of Orange.
man Catholics?' 'No.' ‘Well—well- N. J„ and Mrs. G. Smith of Pc-t
weather permitting.
“The Senator predicts a day of sad well—is everyone in Heaven a Bap Washington, N Y.
ness and observes that it will come tist?’ “No—never heard of them
A total of 300 prizes will continue
when the Bridge District is back to here! Air’that we have in Heaven to be awarded each week up through
the Legislature, asking for more are sinners saved by the grace of the week of Nov 29. Entry blanks are
being distributed at all A.&P. Good
money, and he intimates that the God;
tolls will not pay the interest on the "When I go through the pearly stores, where pictures of the prizes
bonds, not to mention retirement of gates I expect to say I am coming are also on display.
the same and that the purchasers will only through the blood of the Lamb
Contestants are required to write
have to suffer loss of their invest You never join a church to get to a 20-word sentence telling why they
ment. Examination of the actual heaven. You join a church because like a food from the Ann Page line
facts and figures do not bear out you are going to heaven. If you are selected each week, to name eight
such a contention.
not on the side of Jesus Christ, then Ann Page Poods and enclose a label
“Granting that the State might keep out of the church. We have or facsimile from one of them, and to
sometime be called upon to aid, there enough deadheads already! We want give the address of their A.&P. Pood
is precedent aplenty that the full people who really know their sins Store. Entries to any week's contest
faith and credit of the State of Maine are forgiven, who are willing to work must be postmarked before midnight
will be available and that, in spite of for others to lead them to the road of the following Monday, and are sent
the former senator's warning, the to Glory.
to box 459, Grand Central Station,
New York. The prizes each week are
purchases of the bridge bonds will not
Good-Bye To King George
lose one penny. I would mention
“When I came to the United awarded to the 300 entries which ful
In this connection the Hancock-Sul States as a boy, from England, Uncle fill these requirements and which are
livan Bridge, estimated to cost $365,- Sam said. “Do you like America?' best in the opinion of the judges.
C00, the books closing at a figure of 'Yes; I said, ‘I married an American The contests are not open to em
more than three quarters of a million wife, I pay American taxes, and I ployes of A.&P, their advertising
dollars, all of which deficit has been get my living in America.' 'Then; agency or their families.
The popularity of these contests is
assumed by the State without a mur said Uncle Sam, ‘don't you think
you ought to belong to this country?’ attested by the fact that to date over
mur.
1
“Must we continue to penalize the And so one day I went to the Fed 300,000 entries have been received,

j

co-operation in making the Revival
Crusade a success.
a thoroughly good time in listening to
We came here to uplift and exalt
U'
the Lord Jesus Christ. Some of you
As to ancestry, the speaker said
have found Christ; all of you who
that he did not care to go further love Christ havd found Him a little
back than his father and mother, more precious than before. If you
and would mentir n no other ancestor are going out of this building saying,
except the founder of the family, i
‘What a great time we have had!'
Adam, who was surely the founder , then thu me€tlng wju n(Jt have
of the first Taylor 'amily Another for yQU wh#t
hoped u wouW
"distinguished ancestor" was Ad 1
but if six months from today these
mlral Noah.
pastors will write, "Charlie, the
Conrad Nagel,
He paid a sincere tribute to hls spirit we had in the great Crusade
"Sunday After
father and to hls mother, giving his is still with us. People who gave
noon Silver The
atre" producer,
mother particular credit for “practic their hearts to Christ are now in
holds prelimling what Dad preached in the rearing active service. Then this meeting
Ai Joison
nary script read
of
a family of eleven children.” And will have been a success. I am ask
ings with "standbecause of that training, and be ing you who have found Christ, to
ins” for hls film guestars when they
are on location.
cause of the life she lived before join some church. If you are a
them, five of her boys now preach chrlgUan g0 back t0 your church
Sid Skolsky ls perhaps the only per
,the Gospel and every one of these| and Mrve u more faltkfully than
son ever held prisoner ln the NBC
Hollywood studios One of the page
eleven children are engaged in some I ever before. You should all work in
boys always locks him in for re
kind of Cl.iistlan work. Charlie has closer harmony. There should be
hearsals and last week he forgot all
traveled with his Dad since he was an understanding on the part of all
about Sid and carried the key home
with him. It was two hours before
[ four years old. “All that I am as a | the people in this place that here
Skolsky was released.
, preacht-. I owe to my Dad; he said. | b a communlty where jeSus Christ
Kate Smith has offered a big bonus
He went on to tell of his father’s is preached and where the churches
to her basketball team, the Celtics,
ciiticism of hls sermons, and of his serve God and honor Him."
if they win at least two-thirds of the
training the boy for his Job.
Charlie Taylor told of singing his
WEBSTER-MARSTON
' first solo in a revival meeting at the
DOROTHY LAMOVR
> age cf 3 "4 years, of leaving borne to
A pretty home wedding took place
more natural than that Charlie Mc
become his father's soloist at the age at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Carthy should attend? Edgar Bergen,
of four. Saying that he could sing E. Marston. Riverside street, Port
Charlie and Dorothy Lamour rode
down Wilshire Boulevard in a horse100 hymns before he could read or land, Wednesday night, when their
drawn victoria carriage, preceded by
write. He d" scribed the early re- daughter Dorothy Marguerite, was
a motorcycle escort. So famous has
vi val meetings ond told of hls fr.t hers married to Oeorge Pennell Webster,
the Lamour-McCarthy "romance"
become, as a result of the Sunday
faith "that God would use the voice son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Webster
evening radio program on which
of the boy." a faith that finally won' of Portland. Rev. Lindley Cook of
they both appear, that they were
over his mother's objections to taking Friends Church officiated, using the
cheered while driving down the
boulevard.
the road at such a tender age. double ring service, the bride being
• • • •
i given ln marriage by her father. Miss
M. H. H. Joachim, producer of “Your
Charlie says he thoroughly believes Elizabeth Avery sang "O Promise
Unseen Friend." is "unseen" by his
that music has its part in the saving Me," the bridal party entering the
acting cast during dress rehearsals.
To get the listener's point of view
of souls and gave examples of people llving room
the strains of the
Joachim stands in the control room
who
had
been
reached
by
music
who
gr^al
March
from
Lohengrin, played
with his back turned to the studio
might never have been reached by by Mrs. Luella Hanly. The group
and checks the utogram via ear
phones.
preaching. At this point in his ad- stcod beneath an arch of evergreens,
dress, "Charlie" stopped talking and which were also used as decoration
Don Voorhees, musical director of
. he and "Laurie" sang two Negro on tbe columns and stair-rail in at“Cavalcade o f
America.” is a
songs.
| tractive combinations with camagames they play this season. So far, much sought
"Charlie" then sang for the enter- tions.
they haven't lost a game and Kate after gentleman
ls optimistic about their chances of when arguments
tainment of his audience ln some The bride's gown was of white
getting by without a single defeat. about history
African dialect, in Portuguese, ln sgtm, colonial style en train, with
The popular singer is an ardent arise at the CBS
Welsh, and gave an imitation of an waist length veil fastened with orange
sportswoman and has been ap studios. Don')
proached by a major syndicate to program drama
Itlian opera singer, singing in Italian, blossoms, coronet fashion.. She carwrite a sports column but had to tizes colorful
Resuming the story of his life. Mr. rled Whlte pom-poms and valley llllies
refuse under the stress of other episodes tn the
Taylor told of preaching hls first ln a shower bouquet. The couple
activities.
lives of impor
sermon at the age of 9, of "preaching was attended by Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Johnny, the tiny Call Boy. is having tant persons
himself
out of a job" and doing the Lamson of Portland. Mrs. Lamson bewho
have
fig

a small case, similar to a violin case,
same thing for his father, because the mg gowned in hyacinth blue geormade for him so that he can carry ured in the spot
hls specially constructed microphone light of the past,
English preachers, who liked his gette, with bouquet of pink pomand ln order to
with him during his travels.
singing, objected to preaching by a poms. Beverly Ann Blanchard four
provide the
Don Voorhees
Joe Reichman, the orchestra leader. proper settings
mere boy. He told of the family year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Is known as “The Pagliaccl of the Voorhees makes a careful study ot
being broke, of the vaudeville offer Arthur Blanchard of Cumberland,
Piano " The reason for the title ts their backgrounds
that he had at the age of eleven, of was flower-girl, adorably dressed ln
an anonymous gift of $250. that made shell-pink taffeta, with matching
it possible for him and his father to hair-bow and carried a basket bouaccept an invitation to come to the quet Of pink and blue sweet peas.
United States.
(Miss Blanche McCorslan was in
"Charlie" told of the voyage to charge of the guest book).
their landing at
Ellis a reception held after the cere(Continued from Paee One'
ceeds should come out in proportion America,
to each team's standing and award island. their arrival in Philadelphia, mony, was followed by the cutting of
No team is slighted in any way.
their success there and the flood of
Each member has four games a teams five end six a cut in the post invitations that followed the fa the bride's cake and serving of re
season games.
freshments. several young friends of
week, two at home and two away.
Mere umpires will be needed. As vorable publicity that came from both bride and groom assisting.
The July 4 week has been revised.
signments must be made
Player their first Philadelphia campaign. The newly-weds made their “get
Because Thcmaston cannot play on
lists should be submitted for each They remained in the United States away" in a cloud of confetti, rice and
Saturdays that team has no games
half. No number should be set by four years on this first trip and closed good wishes and after a honeymoon
on that day.
the league, but no player, not on thelr visit with a successful campaign trlp t0 New York wi„ resjde jn
In order to get all postponed games
the list, should play. Tlie lists should ln Brooklyn, where “Charlie" began Portland. Mrs. Webster graduated
played as soon as possible a sug
Hlgh
class of
be in before each half begins. Trans hls preaching career in earnest, and from
gestion is offered that the teams play
fer of players should be illegal. The he has been preaching at least 250 1933 Mr Webster „.ho b employed
on the first available day. A sched
games shouifi be played oa a home times a year since then, when he was by the Farrar-Brown Co a lso
ule for postponed games is affixed to
thirteen.
_ graduating from tjeering High in
and home basis.
the regular schedule. If this sugges
After four years they returped to 1933
To obviate tardy games, a pre-game
tion could pass the board much con
Out of town guests were Mrs C E
schedule is submitted. If a game is England where "Charlie's" success in
fusion would be alleviated.
America had opened opportunities
and daughter Miss Daphne
at 5.30 here is a tentative form:
Since there are some nights when
for him that would otherwise have winslow. Mrs. H. «. Flint Mr and
4.10 Home team batting.
three games must be played, the
; been impossible. But America had Mrs. w. C. Noyes of Rockland Mrs
4 40 Visiting team batting.
three towns farthest from the center
(given him hls opportunity and he and William Plint of
Mr and
5.10 Visiting team infield.
of things have been selected for the
"Dad" were shortly back in the ; Mrs. Herbert Marston and son Wll5.20 Home team infield.
home team. This was done to insure
Unlted States where they have been llam of North windham Mr and
5.30 Play Ball 1 ! !
no undue competition in regard to
In order to make the public game- 2'!LS‘"Ce'..Mth ‘h<! “CePtL°n-°f-0C,’ Mrs ArthUr Blanchard and family
gate attraction.
caslonal visits to the homeland.
conscious
pesters of the entire sched
of Cumberland Center, and Mrs. WllThe winner of the first half will
“Nowhere on earth is there such an Ham Prescott of Waterville.
play the winner of the second half ule should be in each town.
opportunity for a young man as in
The rules for the umpires should
Ir the event of the same team win
the United States," said the evan
MAINE TO FLORIDA
ning both halves any prizes will go be laid down by this committee. gelist, in expressing his appreciation
to that team. A suggestion is offered Ground rules should be drawn up for the way America has received
Two Color Map Furnishes You With
which would benefit all if this should ahead of time, so that each team him.
Desirable Ways For This Auto Trip
happen. All teams would compile would have a copy of the same. To
• • • •
this
committee
should
be
submitted
their entire season's records' On
He told later of the purchase of a
The new 1938 edition of the New
this basis the first four would enter the player lists. Any cases of trans home in California, and of thelr England-Florida map published each
fer
of
players
should
be
placed
before
the final playoffs. Teams finishing
cabling for "Mother” to 6ell the Eng- fall by the American Automobile As
in first and third places according to the committee for judgment.
' lish home and bring the other eight sociation for the Bear Mountain
Now. let me relax and say, 'Hello!” children to the United States, and
their entire season's standing would
Bridge is now available.
I'm
doggoned anxious to have May of the happy life that they all had
play a two out of three game series,
This splendid two-color map, which
as would the second and fourth 30 and June 17 out of the way. Then I had here since then.
ls released annually, indicates ln
—
north
to
Knok
County
!
!
!
My
teams. The winners of those elimina
Telling of his own education, he great detail how the motorists should
tions would play a four out of seven thumb is still sore, for I took it out of j said that he had attended schools travel ln order, when driving South,
game series. No difficulties concern the cast too early and caught four everywhere that hls father held to do so over routes, particularly U.
ing schedule time would accrue, for games and pitched one. However, it’ll meetings and described hls own sy<-1S. 202, which have the advantage
there are enough playing days provid be o. k. in June.
tern of self-education with the aid of j of avoiding the necessity for passage
A couple of suggestions to you. Mr. preachers everywhere, and the use of through large cities with their heavy
ed ln appended schedule. A unique
arrangement of the finances of these Sports Editor, about some player their libraries. He said that his ob traffic and consequent complications
series, if necessary, is here presented. awards by The Courier-Gazette, Why servation of and contact with the and delays. By following the routes
In the semi-final series all receipts not have a poll run ln your paper business men, lawyers and manufac outlined therein, such large metro
will be pooled for all games, there for the most valuable player? The turers, had played an important part politan areas as New York city and
being two funds, one from each series. leading hitters in each half, leading in his education and that he was con vicinity, Newark, Jersey City, Tren
From the gross gates of each series base stealers, and pitchers could get tinuing that education to this day.
ton, Philadelphia and Wilmington,
all expenses will be paid. Of the net prizes, which would stir some interest,
Describing his more formal educa Del., are readily avoided. Instead, by
[The sports editor is frankly de tion, Charlie said that at one time use of this 1938 map the motorist is
in each divisional series the money
wlll be apportioned: 50% to the win lighted with the letters received and another he had taken courses in shown how to proceed over good roads
ner, 30% to the loser, and 20% to the from John Davidson and John A. some 20 colleges and universities in where splendid scenery and historic
fifth and sixth teams, on the basis of Ricker, Jr„ and the interest shown towns where he had happened to be, territory is encountered. The map is
the entire season's records. In the by Maurice Simmons, captain-mana preaching and had taken
also accurate and is so arranged that lt is
final four-of-seven series the money ger of the St. George team, who evi courses in three or four theological easily read ln the limited space of
will be pooled and expenses paid in dently started the hornets buzzing seminaries. He says that he ex fered by an automobile.
the same way, but the apportionment on his recent Boston visit. In re pects to keep this up for many more
Free copies of this map may be ob
will be: 60% to the winner, 30% to sponse to "Jit" Rickers' request an years. The only degree that he holds tained by writing to the American
the loser, 5% to the two semi-final attempt will be made to have a is an honorary D. D.
Automobile Association at Pennsyl
losers, and 5% to team five and team meeting of the managers of the Knox
He said that his wife is a New York vania Avenue and 17th Street, Wash
six. Providing the two semi-final Twilight League after Christmas city girl whom he met in the course ington, D. C„ or from any Auto Club,
series draw practically alike the pro and Messrs. Ricker and Davidson of his evangelical work and described also from the Bear Mountain Bridge
will be duly notified. Meantime the her as his "best pal," paying high at 39 Broadway, New York city.
labor of Maine and the much needed Sports Editor asks those managers tribute to her as a helper in his
development of cur State by refusing , to read carefully what has been said work.
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
Federal grant money which, If not in the foregoing letters. The schedThe evangelist closed hls address by of all kinds. Power machir.: stitchexpended ln Maine, will be allocated i ule will be submitted to them ln due again thanking Rockland and Its mg. Awnings stored. Rockland AWtlelsewhere?"
| season.—Sports Editor.]
people (or their hospitality and their rng co., ie wiiiow m.

L JOLSON had to break himself of a lifelong habit when he entered
radio. The mammy singer usually snapped hls fingers ln time to the
rhythm of a song while on the stage. He absentmindedly did the same I
thing during aObroadcast and lt that he always clowns while at the
sounded like a ivories and if he hadn't turned out
train wreck. He to be such a good musician would
now has hls probably have been a regular net
fingers under work comedian.
control although
getting rid ot There was a fancy Hollywood prem
the snap was no iere of Dorothy Lamour’s current
snap as far as he motion picture so what could be
was concerned.
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THE STOVEPIPE LEAGUE

A Planning Survey

(Continued from Page One)

Benefit To Maine’s Sum
mer Traffic
Field work has been organized and
three "inventory" parties arc already
in the field under the direction of
Fred Greenleaf, State manager of
Maine's Statewide Highway Planning
Survey, it was learned by Arlyn E.
Barnard, manager of the Maine Au
tomobile Association.
“Mr. Greenleaf has lost no time in
getting this important fact-finding
task under a full head of steam,"
Barnard said. “The most exhaustive
analysis in the history of the State
of highway traffic measurement and
classification of roads and study of
motor vehicle taxation will be of vast
benefit it is believed.
“The schedule calls for an Inven
tory of 30 miles of road per day for
' each party in the field when the men
engaged become fully experienced
i in compiling the data required. Few
persons ln the State realize the ex
tent to which the roads are scrutin
ized and the accuracy necessary ln
reporting the findings.
"This inventory is only the first
step, however, as a complete census
of traffic all over the State is a sec
ond place. Not that the work re
quires such a large force but the
completeness of the data is a prob
lem of organization in order to com
pile the statistics in such a manner
that the true picture can be readily
obtained. It ls understood that the
average force will number 50 per
sons most of whom are now receiving
their initial training. At the height
of the tourist season when the sum
mer traffic volume counts are made
the force will be enlarged by tem
porary employes.
“The financial survey, third part
of the whole study has also been
started, according to Mr. Greenleaf.
The extent of both State and local
motor vehicle taxation is to be re
viewed as well as the determination
of the amounts spent for road im
provement and maintenance. From
motor vehicle owners and operators
themselves the investigators will
tabulate the use made of the various
classes of roads from the main trunk
routes to the most lowly servtce roads
in remote parts of the State. Even
the character of vehicles, their loads
and the kinds of products carried
will be known.
• • • •
“Locations arc now being selected
for 72 key stations to be established
for study of traffic. About 30 of these
key stations will be equipped with
"loadometers" which are small port
able scales for weighing cars and
trucks one wheel at a time. At
Wells, Gray and on the main high
way near Brunswick, large scales are
to be used for special weighing and
investigation of the biggest trucks
and trailers.
“When the counting of traffic ls at
Its highest point they will learn how
many cars are using the highways
and how far they travel through coordniating the figures collected at
as many as 1200 pointe ln the 8tate.
Altogether
approximately
4,000
counts will blanket the road system.
Mr Barnard cited that a most
important part of the planning sur
vey will be carried on by the com
mittee appointed recently by Gov.
Barrows. Public hearings will be
held at various places which will give
citizens in all localities an opportu
nity to express thelr road needs. Un
der the act of the legislature which
authorized the survey to be made
by the State Highway Commission
in co-operation with the U. S. Bu
reau of Public Roads, the State will
not only flnd the facts but through
the Legislative Committee of three
Senators, flve Representatives and
representatives of automobile, agri
culture and Industry will secure rec
ommendations for a long term
highway plan and method of financ
ing it.
“If Maine is to gain the greatest
benefit through developing its tour
ist industry which is second only to
agriculture, the highway planning
survey will point the way to accom
plishment," Barnard stated. "Mo
torists of Maine are heartily in sym
pathy with the officials and engineers
ih charge and are beginning to ap
preciate the size of the task under
taken. for their benefit. Unquestion
ably too, it will help every taxpayer
and resident even though not a mo
torist.
“While the full survey will re
quire about two years according to
those ln charge, it ls understood that
preliminary figures will be available
as they are compiled so that pro
gress in the highway development of
the State will be given immediate im
petus and benefit.
“A substantial portion of the cost
of this survey ls being supplied by
the Federal government through
Federal Aid. It is now reported that
44 States have made the studies or
are engaged in making them at the
present time. Highway transporta
tion is so highly important to the
entire country that the U. S. Bureau
of Public Roads is bending every
effort to assist the States.
R. W. Darling is the representative
of the U. t. Bureau lh Maint's sur
vey.

